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The Factory, Alexej von Jawlensky

The Bible Evening Memorandum
here can be no doubt that the Bible Evening is a direct continuation of what lived among the Bohemian Brotherhood and
which was carried over into the community of the Herrnhüter by Zinzendorf.The task given to me by Zinzendorf is just
as real today as it was on August 29, 1940.
What until now has only been partially realised is the metamorphosis of the Bible Evening from a tradition-bound Gabrielic
form into a new Michaelic form. What surrounds the Bible Evening as Gabrielic garments must now be overcome. It must be
lead out of the originally necessary traditional way of being held. In this connection the following can point a direction:
The waiting in silence and the opening verse stand under the sign of the Rose Cross. From there everything flows.
The common meal – in whatever form this is held – and the conversation which takes place during the meal are an act which
one can call ‘The Celebration of a Community’. Here the cup should be formed which becomes the vessel for the event of the
following part.
For in reading the Gospel the Word of Christ is revealed and becomes, through the conversation which follows, the shining
content of that community vessel which previously formed itself. A Grail Act should here be fulfilled.
At the conclusion of the evening a verse should be spoken which relates to the beholding of Christ in the etheric realm. For
what has been prepared through the work of the Rosicrucians is fulfilled in the reappearance of Christ in the etheric ocean of
the earthly world.
If the Bible Evening could be renewed in this way, it would be raised up into the light of Michael. Then every truly
celebrated Bible Evening would be the beginning of a Kingly Wedding and every participant would be allowed to put on his
wedding garment.

T

Dr. Karl König, October 20, 1965
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Keeping in touch

W

e have received some wonderful contributions
towards this theme issue of the Bible Evening.
Together they form a sort of ‘snapshot’ of how Bible
Evenings are viewed and experienced through Camphill.
It is also great that we had some people writing who
don’t usually write for the Correspondence, so a thank
you to these brave people as well as the more ‘seasoned’
writers. This theme came from Föhrenbühl, as a result of
the symposium they held last August. My warmest thanks
especially to Guy Cornish, in whom this theme was living strongly enough to make this issue happen!
You may remember the quote from the front cover of
the last issue by Rudolf Steiner (about form and relationships). We didn’t have the details of where this quote
came from at the time. Thanks to Cherry How and
Friedwart Bock who both dropped me a line to say it was

in June 1924 that Steiner gave an address to the youth in
Breslau.
I am moving! By the time you read this Tony and I will
have moved from the northeast of England down to the
Stourbridge area in the midlands of England, to become
a part of the anthroposophical community there. So do
forgive me if you send an email, letter or a phone call
towards the end of June/early July and it isn’t answered
for a week or two while we get connected in our new
abode. Our new address and phone number are on the
back cover; use the new number as the old one has to be
discontinued.
I hope this issue gives you food for thought and perhaps a new perspective.
Your editor, Maria.

The solitary piece of coal
Paulo Coelho

J

uan always used to attend the Sunday service at his
church, but he began to feel that the priest was always
saying the same thing, and so stopped going. Two
months later, one cold winter night, the priest came to
visit him.
‘He’s probably come to try and persuade me to go
back’, Juan thought to himself. He felt that he couldn’t
give the real reason for his absence – the priest’s repetitive sermons. He needed to find an excuse and, while he
was thinking, he placed two chairs beside the fire and
started talking about the weather.
The priest said nothing. After trying in vain for some
time to start a conversation, Juan gave up. The two men
sat on in silence for nearly half an hour, staring into the
fire.
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At that point, the priest got up and, with one of the logs
that had not yet burned, he pushed one piece of coal
away from the flames. Since there was not enough heat
for the coal to continue burning, it began to cool. Juan
quickly drew it back into the centre of the fire.
‘Good night’, said the priest, getting up to leave.
‘Good night, and thank you very much’, replied Juan.
‘However brightly a piece of coal may be burning, it will
soon burn out if you remove it from the flames. However
intelligent a man may be, he will soon lose his warmth
and his flame if he distances himself from his fellow man.
I’ll see you at church next Sunday.’
Contributed by Betty Marx,
Rudolf Steiner Schools Aberdeen

Birthday Greetings July-August 2008
Becoming 90
Eva Koch – Mourne Grange..............................4 July
Becoming 85
John Canning – The Grange............................29 July
Becoming 80
Hildegard Sturm – Liebenfels ............................3 July
Jens Holbek – Camphill Schools .....................25 July
Erika Schönlau – Glencraig ..........................5 August
Becoming 75
Marie-Elisabeth Frister – Liebenfels ............17 August
Becoming 70
Janette Monro – Botton Village .......................31 July
Anne Marie König – Mourne Grange .........16 August

Artist’s note

A

lexej von Jawlensky was a Russian aristocrat trained
as a soldier who came to Munich to develop as an
artist. His subject was the human countenance and he
called himself a modern icon painter. As well as his special connection with the human countenance his subjects also included landscape and still life. The painting
on the front cover where the urban and natural world are
united has a special sense of radiance. Jawlensky had a
relationship with the world in all its aspects which was
permeated with a sense of the sacredness of life. This attitude makes him an ideal artist to use to illustrate this
issue which explores the theme of the Bible Evening.
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The Hidden Seed
Jan Bang, Solborg, Norway
Excerpts from the book (not yet published)
First encounter with Bible Evening
hen Ruth and I first came to live in Camphill temporarily as volunteers in 1992, we were not given
any written instructions. After a few days, it had rolled
round to Saturday and I was told there would be a Bible
Evening, that I ought to wear clean clothes, and come to
the living room about a quarter to eight in the evening.
No one had told me about the silence.
The room had been cleaned and tidied that morning.
There was a lit candle and a crystal on the table, a pretty tablecloth, and most of the household, villagers and
co-workers, were already there. It was very quiet. I gave
a cheery ‘Good Evening!’ and sat down. No one reacted,
and I remarked how warm the weather had been that
day. Still no reaction, so I asked one of the villagers if she
had had a good day.
One of the seasoned co-workers leaned over and whispered to me that this was a time for silent meditation, and
please would I be quiet!
As the weeks went by, and I got used to Bible Evening,
I soon grew to love it. When, years later, I was responsible for a household and leading the Bible Evening
myself, I would often tell them about my own first experience.

W

Three sections
The Bible Evening can be divided into three main parts.
Most houses have some variations, and the description I
am giving here is the way we developed it in our house
in Solborg over the years that I have lived there.
First the silence. This can last up to fifteen or twenty
minutes, and there are various ways that people use it.
Some of the younger co-workers, perhaps with some
background in meditation, sit cross legged with closed
eyes and in deep concentration. Older co-workers tell
me that they picture to themselves co-workers who have
passed away, bringing them back for their support and
help for the present. Personally I go around the room,
making myself aware of each person there, and imagine
their guardian angel present. However handicapped a
villager may be, or whatever conflicts I may have had
with anyone present, their guardian angel is always a
whole, healthy and sympathetic creature. I then try to
imagine an angel for the household, for all those present,
a symbol of our little community at that place and in that
time. Looking at the flame of the candle is a great help.
Karl König calls this part spiritual recollection. Whatever
exercise you decide upon, this part sets the scene, creating an atmosphere quite different from other household
gatherings. It is not often that we sit in silence together. It
can be a powerful tool for reflection, and for togetherness. One very wise man I met many years ago who
actively pursued interfaith dialogue and understanding,
once said that silent prayer is the one prayer that all faiths
have in common. It is the only prayer that we can pray
shoulder to shoulder together, and without disturbing
anyone. Even atheists, agnostics and non-believers can
join in without compromising their beliefs, or lack thereof. By being together in silence, we invite everyone in.
Silence can speak louder than words.
Of course, as in many meditations, it’s hard to keep
one’s concentration. Thoughts and ideas, half remem-

bered conversations and events often flit through my
mind, breaking the discipline. There is nothing wrong
with this, and I try to acknowledge each interruption, and
let it go. Some villagers fidget. Seasoned co-workers generally sit quietly, helping to maintain the collective
silence.
At a signal, someone who has agreed to do this beforehand gets up, lights the candle at the dining table, extinguishes the one in the sitting room, and invites everyone
to the table.
Before we bless the food we recite a short verse:
Let the peace of Christ rest upon everything we see,
Upon the food we are about to eat,
Upon my body which comes from the earth,
Upon my soul which comes from the spiritual world.
Bless the food!
As we eat I try to focus the conversation on the events
of the last week. Personally I favour small groups for
Bible Evening, that way we can easily have one conversation round the table. More than eight or ten people
tend to split up into two or three smaller conversations.
König considers this part of the Bible Evening to be spiritual reflection. We concentrate on what has happened
since we last sat together, and I make sure each individual around the table is included by asking questions.
‘How was your week, Audrey?’
‘Wayne, can you remember something special from
this week?’
‘What happened this week?’
We try to remember birthdays, changes in our work,
new people, others leaving or travelling. I expand from
those present to what happened in the village. Was there
a festival? Some special event? What happened in the
country, in the world? Often there is someone at the table
who listens to the news or reads newspapers. We try to
go through the week, winding it up, putting it away, the
good times with the hard times. For me, it’s important to
allow people to say what they think, and not make value
judgements. What is important to one person may not
resonate with everyone else. Like pain, it’s completely
subjective. The point is to allow everyone to have a
voice, to be heard.
When we have finished the food, we clear away the
plates and glasses, hand out Bibles to those who want
them, and read the verses selected for that week. I usually stick to the designated readings, but if the passage is
too obscure or difficult for me, I choose something else.
Most Bibles have cross referencing notes, and the first
thing I do is to check any Old Testament references.
These often open up new readings which may be easier
to deal with. Whatever the text, we read it, and then use
the text as a starting point for a conversation. It could be
a phrase, a word, the story we just read, or whatever is
suggested to us by the reading. Again, the challenge is to
get everyone involved, asking questions, telling anecdotes, eliciting comments.
König suggests that this part of the evening can be used
to gain spiritual insight. This need not be the exclusive
domain of intelligent co-workers. In fact, I see the overintellectualisation of the conversation as a dangerous pitfall. For me, it’s vitally important that villagers, the socalled ‘weak of mind’, be encouraged to participate as
1
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much as possible. Images and stories are much more
powerful tools to use than intellectual ideas. Pictures
speak louder than clever thoughts.
Eventually it’s time to finish, the Bibles are closed, and
a verse is said, always the same, and often several of the
villagers join in.
The stars spake once to man.
It is World-destiny
That they are silent now.
To be aware of the silence
Can become pain for earthly Man.
But in the deepening silence
There grows and ripens
What Man speaks to the Stars.
To be aware of the speaking
Can become strength for Spirit-Man.
This, then, is Bible Evening in the classic way. There
can be variations, we can choose different texts, and
sometimes, when I’m not home at the weekend, the
young co-workers arrange for completely different activities, going to the cinema, taking a walk, teaming up with
another house, or whatever. I try to encourage them to do
something different, to make Saturday evening special in
some way.
Despite my first experience of being ticked off for talking during the silent meditation, my initial response was
that Bible Evening was something simple, something that
despite its homemade feel had deep roots and significance. Something that could speak to everyone regardless of how clever they were, something that each person
could contribute to, and get something out of. This quality of having some homemade characteristic is one of the
features that makes Bible Evening so attractive and relevant today. One of the major new thoughts that has arisen in the world over the last few decades is the idea of
inter-faith dialogue. Instead of trying to convert each
other, ‘selling’ our religions like brands of competing
washing powders, we enter into respectful conversations,
trying to understand each other’s differences, as well as
sharing our commonality. I think that the Bible Evening,
with its flexibility and possibility of change, can be a
major tool in reaching a deeper understanding of different religious practices.
Bible Evening is something we can do together. It doesn’t need big preparations or massive equipment.
According to König, Bible Evening is a preparation for
the Sunday service. But it can equally be a preparation

for understanding one another across divides of religion
or ideologies. It can be a preparation for living together
in this multi-cultured world. Most of all, it is an aid to living together in a household with a number of quite different people.
Spiritual glue
Every community needs something to hold it together.
We might call this its social glue. It is usually something
to do with the conscious will or feelings of the members
of the community, perhaps a more tightly defined ideology or a looser religious impulse. It can also be called
spiritual glue. This is something that intentional community needs in order to cement the relationships between
the members. Regular meetings between the members
help to create bonds between them, and this is where the
Bible Evening has value. It unites the household every
week. The members of the house meet in a ‘sublime
realm’ as brothers and sisters. They meet each other in
the true light of the spirit.
If a community is indeed a living organism, one that
shares certain characteristics with plants, animals and
human beings, then it must contain some ‘hidden seed’
that is its soul, its spiritual entity, its identity. There is no
doubt in my mind that this is something that needs nurturing, it needs feeding and cultivating, in order to stay
alive and healthy. There are a number of ways of doing
this. The Bible Evening is one of them.
Julian Sleigh wrote in Camphill Correspondence,
Sept/Oct 2002:
Imagine a house-community in which our angels
are in harmony with each other, forming a ring that
blesses that house. This I believe is what happens
when we earnestly celebrate the Bible Evening. Our
meeting around the table, in an atmosphere of objective love and filled with content that feeds our spiritual life, draws the angels close. And when we blow out
the candle and go our way into the Saturday night, to
prepare for the Sunday morning, our angel blesses the
inhabitants of the rooms of our houses.
The Bible Evening is a unifying force, filling the movement with a common language. Co-workers and villagers
learn to have regard for one another, to empathise, and
to acquire a human attitude.
Jan is a long term co-worker currently on a year’s
leave to travel and visit other communities and projects.

Commentary on the Bible Evening Memorandum
Guy Cornish, Föhrenbühl, Germany

T

he Memorandum which Karl König wrote in October
1965 (see front cover) is very brief, one could say
concentrated, and somewhat enigmatic. The following
commentary does not claim to be definitive or even
authoritative but is offered to stimulate discussion.

The silent part of the Bible Evening
Dr. König’s Memorandum speaks of the silence being
under the sign of the Rose Cross. Sometimes this has
been interpreted to mean that one should meditate on
the Rose Cross. However, König does not say, ‘meditate
on this’. He is using language in a pictorial, symbolic
way. We could perhaps say we should try to damp down
or transform that which is symbolized by the black cross;
for example, our everyday thinking and ultimately, our
lower self in order to allow that which is symbolized by
2

the roses to blossom (‘the higher life’ referred to in the
opening verse and perhaps our higher self). Put rather
simply one could say: we should try to come to peace in
ourselves so that we are able to truly listen and speak.
Silence helps us to speak out of the heart, because we
can test our impulse to speak.
Originally the silence was fifteen minutes long. In my
experience (now 30 years) this part of the Bible Evening
has been little understood, often shortened or abandoned
altogether. It takes courage to hold out for fifteen minutes! Many people don’t feel comfortable with silence. It
doesn’t belong to our culture. How can we learn this?
The simplest way would be to attend a Quaker Meeting
as Quakers have years of experience of contemplative
silence. Otherwise, perhaps one should gradually extend
the silence if one is not used to it.
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What can one do during the silence (apart from trying
to come to inner peace)? Another indication by Dr. König
was that ‘in sitting quietly to await the beginning of the
Bible Evening, we practise spirit recollection’. Another
suggestion I have heard is to turn to the dead. This seems
to me to be a very suitable way to prepare for the Bible
Evening and would enable those on the other side to participate.
How can the conversation become a vessel (even a
Grail vessel)?
Conversation should not be haphazard or trivial. Even if
it begins on an everyday level (e.g., what happened during the week) it must aim for and gradually move to a
higher level.
There must be a heightened awareness of the conversation (Where are we? Where do we want to be?) An
awareness of the art of conversation is also important.
The indications in the pamphlet by Marjorie Spock are
quite helpful (The Art of Goethean Conversation). There
needs to be a balance between holding back and finding
the courage to speak. When does my contribution fit in,
if at all? Can the conversation be formed artistically into
a whole?
There needs to be the highest respect for the individuality of each participant and there must be an attitude of
trying to see through and beyond the earthly manifestation to the higher being. (In anthroposophical community building this is called ‘awakening to the soul and spirit of the other one’). Only then can we begin to form a
Grail Community or vessel in which (in the third part of
the Bible Evening) not only the word but the being of
Christ may live. This is the realm and experience of communion and is what can truly nourish our soul and spirit. Let us freely admit that many a Bible Evening does not
reach this highest level – the conscious experience of the
Grail. But even if this does not come to consciousness, in

Mystical head, 1918, Alexej von Jawlensky

every successful Bible Evening we are nourished and
enlivened, and this in turn indicates the underlying presence and reality of the Grail.
Guy has been in Camphill in England and Germany
since 1978 and works mainly as a eurythmist.

Bible Suppers
James Ogden, Ceredigion, Wales

M

y wife and I first heard of Bible Suppers when our
daughter Rachel went to Coleg Elidyr in 1982.
Rachel enjoyed them, but some youngsters may not have
done. Some parents thought they compared badly with
normal teenage Saturday nights. We soon realised that
the routine of morning assemblies, Bible readings, Bible
Suppers, and Sunday services had some powerful effects;
youngsters who usually lacked self-control were wonderfully still and quiet in the services. As we became more
involved in the life of the college, we attended some
Bible Suppers ourselves, and at times thought them
excessively solemn. During a long period of silent meditation I found myself wondering what the cricket scores
were. Later a dedicated Camphill co-worker told me
seemingly endless discussions of the Bible almost dissuaded her from joining the movement.
Many youngsters and some co-workers have little or
nothing to say about the Bible passages, which often
describe strange events in unfamiliar language. Nicholas
Joiner was good at foreseeing their difficulties, and I
recall some of his comments with gratitude, for example
on why Jesus entered Jerusalem riding on an ass. From
time to time Vena and I acted as temporary houseparents,
and had to conduct Bible Suppers ourselves. On one
occasion we discussed the Beatitudes, tried to explain

‘righteousness’, showed what happened when you hid
your light under a bushel, and had everyone trying to
remember the Ten Commandments. On another we discussed the Good Samaritan, and Rachel said we could
all try to be Samaritans, though the world was dangerous.
Vena suggested that the co-workers were Samaritans, and
Rachel agreed, but thought they were ‘sometimes too
fussy’. Some Bible passages do not readily lend themselves to discussion, and then it is a good idea to ask
everyone to describe their week’s work, or to recall
important incidents.
Isaac Disraeli, on resigning from the West London synagogue in 1813, told the Wardens that ‘your public worship disturbs, instead of exciting, religious emotions’.
There is always the danger with rituals, especially nowadays when agreement on basic beliefs cannot be
assumed. Bible Suppers for our youngsters, co-workers,
and others who are not Camphill members need to be
more substantial and lively than they perhaps traditionally were. It is a good idea to hold them at roughly the
same time throughout the movement, perhaps not every
Saturday everywhere, but at least once a month. They
remain essential to Camphill.
James and his wife are parents to a youngster
in Coleg Elidyr.
3
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Bible Evening
Regine Blockhuys, Lehenhof, Germany

T

he communities in the Lehenhof and also in
Hermannsberg hold the Bible Evening regularly. The villagers with their warm social substance help a great deal –
the last shall be first!
I speak mainly about the third part of the Bible Evening: it
is important to speak in simple images and speak of archetypes, not intellectually. Towards the religious truths we have
to be full of reverence and devotion. We have to develop a
thinking with the heart, which can reach everyone.
All the individualities who sit round the table have to carry
their destiny, asking for answers out of the depth of their
heart; answers which stem from the fundamental Christian
truths we read in the Bible, answers to follow the seasons
and seasonal festivals and bring them into daily life, answers
to the meaning of life!

Because the ‘I’ is nourished (fed) by the food and the truth
we share in the Bible Evening, this is an image given as the
feeding of the five thousand, who are the people of the fifth
post-Atlantean epoch. Everybody can contribute out of this
innermost spiritual activity. We feel a healing force through
the Bible Evening.
At the end we ask ourselves what we can take out of the
reading for the next weeks. In this moment the conversation
gets quite lively. Everybody wants to contribute, because
everybody is eager to change and to develop. So it happens
that we get helped through our deliberations and insights.
In our loud world the Bible Evening is a harbour of stillness
and meaning.
Regine has lived in Camphill since 1959 and is retired
now, living in the Lehenhof.

Special
Victoria Harwood, Gloucestershire, England

A

fter living in Camphill Scotland, Thornbury, Ringwood
and in South Africa, I can say that Saturday evenings
were very special for me. I miss it very much, it is somehow still in my unconscious weekly rhythm. Leading the
evening was even more special – it was a kind of receiving as well as taking. If one had a break (going on holiday
or whatever), when one came back one experienced a
kind of spiritual warmth, a welcome that was not physical.

The context of the evening gave one spiritual food for
the week. Although this didn’t happen all the time, sometimes it gave nothing. It depended a lot on the atmosphere
and the week one had.
Vicky lived in Camphill from 1961 to 1980, and left
through health reasons. She still keeps in touch with
Camphill through the Correspondence and through
contact with people, particularly in Thornbury.

Do we need a new name for the Bible Evening?
Guy Cornish, Föhrenbühl, Germany

I

f I know something well the name is not so important. If,
however, I am making a first approach the name may
encourage me to draw near or I may turn away. Ideally, the
name should indicate the essence of the thing.
In village communities the Bible Evening seems by and
large to have its place because it is part of life (Bible
Supper). In the schools this is not so. (I am not sure how this
is in the training centres.) One has supper earlier with the
children and another meal – even if mainly symbolic – or
event after the children have been settled inevitably requires
a special effort. In the schools that I know of, the Bible
Evening is becoming a rare event. A new generation has
grown into responsibility for the life in the houses and many
of these do not know or have any connection to the Bible
Evening.

The name ‘Bible Evening’ is probably offputting for many
people. It evokes something old-fashioned, stiff, formal, serious, maybe even sect-like; for the ‘saved’ or ‘converted’.
What is the essence of the Bible Evening to which the
name should point? On a prosaic level one could say that
what takes place is community building and therefore could
be called Community Evening. Or if biographies are told:
Biography Evening. These two variants are already currently used. More poetically, if it is a true meeting of minds,
what about The Quickening? Or if it is a source of new lifeforces and we think of the well in Samaria described in
John’s Gospel, The Wellspring or The Source. (‘Are you
going to the Wellspring tonight?’)
Guy has been in Camphill in England and Germany
since 1978 and works mainly as a eurythmist.

The experience of Bible Evening for a co-worker child
Sue Bradley, Loughborough, England

I

have just picked up the Camphill Correspondence again
and felt I wanted to share my experiences of the Bible
Evenings. As I was growing up in Botton the Bible Evening
was a central pillar of our family household.
The experience started on Saturday morning when we all
helped to clean the house, this was an amazing flurry of
activity! By lunchtime the house was clean and refreshed.
Then between 5 - 7pm there were baths taken and everyone
changed into Sunday clothes. The table had a white tablecloth on with candles and a simple meal was prepared. A
beautiful stillness settled over the household. The children
had their own special supper and then we had to be quiet
in our rooms reading until my mother or father settled us for
the night. My mother always wore a lovely perfume every
4

Saturday! But it didn’t end there because the next morning
when we came down for breakfast the white tablecloth was
still there for Sunday. We all went to service, children first
and then the adults.
I was glad to join the Bible Evening when I became confirmed.
My parents carried this with the utmost care and seriousness. I will always treasure the reverence and respect for the
spirituality they instilled into my life. I am now in my 50’s
and would hope that the children of the co-workers living in
Camphill today can have such experiences. It has given me
a strong foundation in my life. I will be forever grateful to
my parents and Camphill for such a wonderful gift.
Sue Bradley (née Joiner) lives on a farm with her husband.
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Saturday’s rhythm and the Bible Evening
Andrew Hoy, Svetlana Village, Russia

A

mong the activities that we have taken up since the
inception of the Bible Evening, I wonder whether our
turning more consciously to the rhythms of the
Foundation Stone Meditation has had the possibility of
bringing this weekly event into a clearer focus? The activity within the rhythms of the enhancements, or the stages
in a progression, might be an example of this kind of a
development.
An example would be the way that we progress from
‘let ring forth from the heights’, to ‘let from the east be
enkindled’, to ‘let from the depths be entreated’. Here the
progression goes from ‘ring forth’ to ‘be enkindled’ to ‘be
entreated’. This is one of the more subtle enhancements
and yet it leads us into movement. We do not simply
accept a kind of prayer but are allowed to follow its consequences, to move on – just when we might feel content
to sit back and digest what we had discovered.
Within the Bible Evening we try to wrestle ourselves
free from the recounting of everyday events in order to
create images and it is these images that help to build a
bridge from the understanding of the Gospels towards an
ability to link what we have read with our everyday existence. This will be a constant effort which needs to be
renewed each Saturday, so that we might be allowed to
experience that our lives may be connected to the deeds
in Palestine. I believe that such a progression becomes
more conscious through the enhancements within the
rhythms of the Foundation Stone.
However a closer connection between the inner activity of taking up the rhythms and our weekly Bible
Evening may have been felt when Karl König wrote his
little essay on the rhythms of the Foundation Stone in
1947. (For those unfamiliar with this Foundation Stone, it
may be added that it was given in two forms during the
Christmas Conference of 1923-4, and that the second
form was a series of daily rhythms.) In this essay on the
rhythms Karl König described Saturday’s rhythm in a very
beautiful yet simple way. It is the central rhythm of the
sequence and invokes the presence of the Beings of the
Hierarchies. When he came to Saturday’s rhythm in
which the hierarchies are named, he wrote: ‘For now in
truth the heavens appear to have opened up.’
Since the rhythms were first given during the Holy
Nights of 1923-4, the association of such an expression
with the description given in the Gospel of St. Luke of the
birth of the Child born in a stable, would have been more
evident: the Spirit of God reveals Himself in the heights
and he brings peace to men on earth within whose hearts
there dwells goodwill.
In Saturday’s rhythm the heights and depths are included in the naming of the heavenly host, while the ‘good’,
or ‘goodwill’ appears with Sunday’s rhythm.
I do not mean all of this to be merely academic, but
that Karl König could connect himself to the Bible
Evening even more strongly through Saturday’s rhythm.
For him might it have been a confirmation of the rightness of this weekly activity?

The first part of Saturday’s rhythm turns to the three
exercises of practicing Spirit-remembering, Spirit-sensing
and Spirit-beholding. The mildest one can say about
these is that they are challenging – and yet one can sense
that within the Bible these activities are attempted socially. We do turn to the events of the past week and then we
must become creative in characterizing our life so that
images may emerge. The emphasis is upon our practicing, our creativity, before turning to what we experience
as being eternal.
It would be foolish to imagine that we generally succeed in such an attempt, and yet whenever a degree of
success does occur a social step will have been reached
that will carry us through any number of difficulties. It
also shall not be imagined that once such a step has been
made that it can occur as of itself in the following Bible
Evening. Each time we will have to begin anew.
I leave the reader to make such a connection for him
or herself between the weekly Bible Evening and
Saturday’s rhythm. On re-reading Karl König’s little essay
I felt that he had linked these two activities and had
achieved a kind of enhancement in his inner work as a
result, for each time such a progression occurs we find
ourselves further along the inner path. The Bible Evening
is in preparation for the Sunday Service and the
Foundation Stone can be very clearly connected to our
services.
Andrew is one of our senior Camphillers
who has worked in Camphill in Britain, the United
States, and now Russia.

Head in black and green, 1913, Alexej von Jawlensky
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The realm of the Bible Evening and how it lives in Cairnlee
Stephanie Newbatt, Rudolf Steiner Schools Aberdeen, Scotland

T

he realm of the Bible Evening is at the heart of our
community. Here is the story of how we in Cairnlee
developed something we call the Community Evening.
Cairnlee is a small community. We fifteen co-workers
live together as one large ‘house community’ with the
students who are young adults with special needs. Up
until ten years ago the practice of weekly co-worker
Bible Evenings in their traditional form lived strongly in
Cairnlee, as it did in most places. Participation was limited to a faithful few and over the years a clear pattern
began to emerge. Each new year a group of young coworkers would come to join the community. The four or
five ‘senior co-workers’ would, as a part of the introduction to our life, describe the Bible Evening which would
take place at 9pm every Saturday. We said that it was
open to those who wanted to take part, and asked them
to at least be willing to join for the first few weeks in
order to know what it was. Each year everyone would
come for the first two or three weeks, and then the participation would slowly start to dwindle. By the middle of
the year even the seminarists who may have lived here
for a longer period would start to excuse themselves. The
Bible Evening continued and was held faithfully by the
same four or five of us each week. Often as the year
came to a close in July, we would ask all co-workers to
attend the last Bible Evening and use this space as a way
of looking back on the year, with each giving a bit of
reflection, sharing gratitude, etc. This was always experienced as a joyful community-building event, and much
appreciated by all co-workers.
In August of 1999 the four senior co-workers were
meeting to plan for the coming new year. We were
joined by three short-term co-workers who were staying
on and had expressed an interest in helping to ‘carry’ the
life. Two of these co-workers were in their mid-twenties
and starting the BA course, and the third was older and
had some Camphill experience. Our conversation turned
to the Bible Evening. We all agreed that the concluding
Bible Evening with all co-workers present and contributing had been very uplifting and inspiring. So we senior
co-workers asked the three others ‘How could we make
it possible for young co-workers to want to come to the
Bible Evening?’
Here is what they said:
First of all, what would the main objective be? We felt
that perhaps at this point, what we were looking for was
not a space to turn to the Gospels, as we do this in various other ways throughout the week, but a space for
community-building amongst co-workers.
Secondly, they told us that they felt the name ‘Bible
Evening’ was already a stumbling block for many young
co-workers. If what we were trying to foster now is a
community-building space, then why not call the event
‘Community Evening’? (Some time after this the name
Community Evening also began to be used in other
Camphills.) Thirdly, we would need to look at what content we would place in the centre to encourage community building.
So we decided at that meeting to call the event
Community Evening. We would meet every Saturday and
uphold the mood and the form of the Bible Evening:
white tablecloth, candle, ‘Sunday’ clothes. After fifteen
minutes of all sitting in silence and contemplation, the
6

person who is hosting the Community Evening would
light the candle and read the verse – a verse which concludes with the words ‘May our hearts be open at intervals transparent to His presence, when, in Community,
we celebrate.’
The Gospel reading for the week would be read, and
the Bible placed on the table and left open as a way of
accompanying the rest of the evening. Now while drinking a glass of juice or perhaps sharing bread, we would
turn to the heart of the evening: the conversation around
a theme. After one hour we would close the conversation
and the evening with a verse.
After making these decisions, one of the three co-workers offered to describe Community Evening to the new
co-workers who would be arriving that week. During the
induction course she said to them ‘Every Saturday
evening we have Community Evening. This is a place
where we can take an interest in each other, where we
can each share from the heart and get to know each
other. You have come here to join a community, and we
would therefore ask that you participate in Community
Evening.’ (This was a bold introduction and expectation
which I am not sure the senior co-workers would have
dared to state!)
And so the Community Evenings developed as follows:
For the first fifteen weeks of each year every co-worker takes a turn at hosting the Community Evening and the
conversation is based on them sharing their biography
with the rest of us and us asking questions about their
life.
The second half of the year we continue taking it in
turns to host the Community Evening, but instead of sharing something, the host poses a question to everyone.
This question is written on the blackboard in the main
house earlier in the week so that all can contemplate it
before the Saturday. The question for everyone might be
‘What truly inspires you?’ or ‘Share a childhood memory
that is related to a house’ or ‘Describe a situation in your
life when you asked; why me?’ These questions might
sound trivial, but they have lead to inspired conversations with full participation and have created human
warmth and interaction.
Once a co-worker chose to turn to the motto of the
social ethic. They did this by asking each of us to draw
the name of another co-worker out of a hat, to think
about that person for a week, then in the Community
Evening to describe what we experience that person’s
virtue is and how it lives in the community. This happened to be followed the next week by each of us coming prepared to answer the question ‘What is the cross
that I bear?’
Of course, some of us are well aware that what has
been sacrificed in this process is the experience of coming together regularly to deepen our understanding of the
Gospels. Still, the Gospels do live in our community
through the daily morning circle, the Gospel study, the
Bible Supper with the students and the weekly Offering
Service. We may also from time to time choose to have
our conversation theme in Community Evening turn to
the Gospel reading itself.
The fifteen co-workers living and working in Cairnlee
come together three times each week. On a Monday we
have the ‘practical meeting’ where we sort out the tasks
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of daily life and support each other in the work. This
meeting is related to the will and doing; to our hands. In
the ‘house evening’ every Wednesday, we turn to therapeutic aspects of our work, case studies, anthroposophy
and presentations of research from the BA in Curative
Education. This meeting is related to learning, to study
and thought; to our heads. Each Saturday evening in the
Community Evening we gather round the table and share
with each other from our hearts.

In this way we strive to keep the realm of the
Fundamental Social Law, the College Meeting and the
Bible Evening alive in our place. Thus, for many years the
Community Evening has been the heart-piece of our
community.
Stephanie has been living and working in Camphill
communities in the United States and Scotland for thirty
years. She and her husband David have been in
Cairnlee since 1989.

Venus and Sophia: Aspects of the Bible Evening
Valerie Sands, Cherry Orchards, England

I

want to write honestly about the Bible Evening, aware
that in many communities its celebration is reduced. I
want to affirm its future as a true Whitsun celebration of
Christ’s fructification of the individual spirit for the
renewal of social life. I want to honour its source, when
it is in danger perhaps of becoming a piece of history.
This Bible Evening which has grown out of the love feasts
of Tilla König’s family in Bohemia and has been midwifed by Karl König’s imagination while in detention on
the Isle of Man. I don’t know if I am able to do any of
these things.
I have sat at Bible Evenings full of wisdom and serenity, in others dull with tiredness and the dust of obligation.
Even some with so much social tension that Bibles were
snapped closed to end conversation! And still I sit, every
two weeks with others, some who speak, some who do
not; some who share the simple meal, some who do not.
The table is always simple but so rich with candlelight
and colour. The time of waiting a pool of balsam.
On one level it is the enactment of another set of rituals and habits that carries the community along – the
familiar patterns of sound, smell and gesture which act as
shock absorbers on the bumpy road to the future. On

another level it is the mantle of a priestess-like presence.
A being who opens her arms in an inviting gesture
towards the hungry human souls, to come and share an
intimate meal in a world of hunger and isolation.
In this community this female aspect can also be experienced in the Venus gesture of the kidneys, whereby the
Bible Evening helps the community to breathe and purify its blood circulation. The toxins of social confusion
and karmic struggle, the over-adrenalised life of ambition, early success and financial viability, the struggle
with worldly bureaucracy. All this along with the tide of
human frailty and inadequacy is allowed to flow through
this wonderful organ, the spiritual anatomy of the community.
I recognise a deep truth, this community would not survive long if this particular organ failed.
Is this enough of an invitation to come to the round
table? In our time the adventure lies not beyond the
round table but in the coming to the round table. Come,
take a place, experience an adventure.
Valerie is a counsellor and has lived in
Camphill for many years.

Concerning the mission of the Bible Evening
Report from the Bible Evening Synod in Föhrenbühl, 28-30 August 2007
Imanuel Klotz, Föhrenbühl, Germany
Translated and slightly extended by Guy Cornish, Föhrenbühl

I

n the early days in Camphill the spiritual significance of
the Bible Evening was perhaps experienced more in a
feeling way and only gradually was it conceptually
understood. Just as a seed does not reveal how its blossom and fruit will appear, so the spiritual impulse which
lives in the Bible Evening reveals its true being only in
the course of time. The developmental rhythm of thirtythree years which metamorphoses experiences may also
help to reveal the inner essence of a being or impulse. It
was exactly two times thirty-three years since the birth of
the Bible Evening when we met in August 2007. A group
of about twenty people came together to see whether a
deeper understanding and renewal of the Bible Evening
was possible.
At first we looked more exactly at the conception and
historical setting of the original impulse.
At that time the Second World War was raging. Karl
König and the other men of the founding group were
interned on the Isle of Man, while the women moved to
Camphill House and continued the work with the chil-

dren. In this threatening situation Karl König had the
inner experiences which lead to the conception of the
Bible Evening. König had been making an intensive study
of John the Baptist and Lazarus-John. In a letter to the
women he relates at length how John the Baptist is
described in Mark’s Gospel and transcribes the opening
verses freely in a striking and poetic way.
Then he illuminates the beheading of John (Mark chapter 6) without however continuing to the feeding of the
five thousand. A few weeks after this letter was sent, in
the night between August 29 and 30, Karl König had the
spiritual experience which was the conception of the
idea of the Bible Evening. Exactly one year later on the
30th of August 1941, after initial hesitation on the part of
the co-workers, the first Bible Evening was held in
Camphill. Soon afterwards it revealed itself as ‘the dearest child of the community’ and began to take place regularly. The Bible Evening was gradually set free from the
community so that it could also be held outside Camphill
by anyone who wished to do so.
7
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After twelve years König looked back on the development of the Bible Evening and for the first time indicated
its future mission. This lies in the possibility that human
beings who wish to cultivate the Bible Evening may
become receptive to a certain kind of spiritual nourishment which is described in Mark’s Gospel in the feeding
of the five thousand, following immediately after the
beheading of John. Referring to Rudolf Steiner König said
‘He described to us how at that time, the miracle of the
feeding of the five thousand took place in the spiritual
realm. Today this miracle must take place on the earth
and it will happen for those who are prepared to take up
the substance of Spiritual Science’. The Bible Evening
serves the purpose of preparing for this inner experience.
Thirteen years earlier König had pointed to the figure of
the Baptist in the first and sixth chapters of Mark’s
Gospel. Now after twelve years of holding the Bible
Evening, he came to the knowledge of a possible connection of the miracle of the feeding of the five thousand
with the Bible Evening. These connections have long
been known, but during the Synod they impressed us
strongly so that an old impulse seemed to become filled
with new strength and presence.
The feeding of the five thousand is an event which
reveals the cosmic significance of Christianity. For our
present consciousness however, a cosmic Christianity is
something more or less hidden and is not immediately
accessible. In spite of this König suggested that the verse
by Rudolf Steiner, The Cosmic Communion, should be
spoken at the end of the Bible Evening. This verse indicates the goal of becoming familiar with the cosmology
of Christianity. In the feeding of the five thousand the
same goal is perhaps indicated in an imaginative and
pictorial way.
The participants of the Synod had the feeling that the
time may have come to concern ourselves with the cosmological aspects of Christianity. One specific way to do
this would be to take up the research of Hermann Beckh
on the cosmic rhythm in Mark’s Gospel. In the Synod we
began to look at this almost forgotten work.

Spanish woman, ca 1913, Alexej von Jawlensky
8

The cosmic rhythm in Mark’s Gospel
As an Indologist, linguist and priest of the Christian
Community, Hermann Beckh (1875-1937) had certain
capabilities which enabled him to research and substantiate Rudolf Steiner’s indications about the cosmological
background of the Gospels. Beckh presented his results
in a book called The Cosmic Rhythm in Mark’s Gospel
(in German, not translated). In an extraordinarily manifold and at first seemingly confusing way, the events of
Mark’s Gospel are shown as a path which goes three
times through the zodiac. Beginning in the sign of
Capricorn the path continues through the signs of
Aquarius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Leo, Virgo,
Libra, Scorpio, and Sagittarius. In the sixth chapter the
path returns to Capricorn and a second round begins. In
the same way there is a third round and the three rounds
cover the three years of the incarnation of the Christ.
Rudolf Steiner stated that during the three years of
Christ’s life in Palestine cosmic forces from the sun and
stars were continually at work:
While Jesus of Nazareth in the last three years of
his life on earth journeyed through Palestine, the
whole cosmic Being of the Christ worked into and
influenced him. The Christ always stood under the
influence of the whole cosmos. He did not take a single step without the cosmic forces working in him.
What took place here was a continuous realisation of
the horoscope; for in each moment something happened which otherwise only happens at the birth of
a human being. This was only possible because the
whole body of the Nathan Jesus remained open to
the influence of the totality of forces of the cosmicspiritual hierarchies which guide the earth. If in this
way the Spirit of the whole cosmos was working in
him, who was it that went to Capernaum or wherever? This being that wandered over the earth appeared
to be like any other human being, but the forces
which were working through him and directed his
body were cosmic forces from the sun and stars. The
deeds which Christ Jesus performed were related to
the totality of the cosmos which is connected to the
earth. This is why the constellation of the stars is so
often indicated in the Gospels.
R. Steiner: The Spiritual Guidance of Mankind
The ‘tenth hour’ and the ‘sixth hour’ are often mentioned in the Gospels. This corresponds to the fact that in
the course of a day the sun traverses the whole zodiac
and influenced the deeds of Christ on earth.
The sun passes through the zodiac during the course of
one year and also during the course of one day. Both
these rhythms were reflected in the life of Christ on earth.
Hermann Beckh explored these connections in Mark’s
Gospel. His work compliments König’s concern with
John the Baptist and the feeding of the five thousand. Our
striving to deepen our understanding of the Bible Evening
in relation to cosmic Christianity is greatly helped by taking up Beckh’s research. Here a path through the first
third of the Gospel (up to the feeding of the five thousand) is revealed in its cosmic dimensions.
John the Baptist in the signs of Capricorn and Aquarius
The beginning of Mark’s Gospel, which Beckh recognises as being in the sign of Capricorn, opens with the call
‘change your thinking’. John had withdrawn to the loneliness of the desert and lived on wild honey and locusts
(or locust beans). Beckh, as an expert on old Indian and
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Persian languages and myths, recognised that the desert
in which John preached is not only geographically a
desert, but that in ancient times the sign of Capricorn was
called ‘the heavenly desert’; and that ‘wild honey’ means
honey of the heavenly desert or the life-ether of the stars,
which the Indians called Heavenly Soma. Beckh
describes for example how the Buddha, while still in his
mother’s womb, received from the gods a drop of cosmic
honey in a dish of beryl. Here the cosmic forces of
Capricorn are indicated which also help the human
being to incarnate on the earth. The birth of the child at
Christmas (which is not described in Mark’s Gospel) also
takes place in the sign of Capricorn.
The baptism in the Jordan, to which so many people
were drawn, stands in the sign of Aquarius and brings
about a loosening of soul and spirit from the body, which
enables a human being to recognise his sins. Without
doubt this includes not only individual errors, but also a
recognition of the Fall of man as described in Genesis. In
this way man can become aware of his separation from
the divine spiritual world. This separation is the actual
sin which makes us aware of our need for salvation and
leads us to seek the Christ as our saviour and healer. A
foretaste of salvation is brought about by baptism in
water and is the beginning of the process of rebirth. The
baptism in the Jordan and the confession of sins both
belong in Mark’s Gospel to the sign of Aquarius. This is
followed by Pisces, the Fishes.
The deeds of Christ in the sign of Pisces
According to Beckh the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan
takes place in the sign of Pisces. The ‘Fishes’ are the sign
of the sun forces of the Christ who connects Himself with
mankind and the earth in this sign of the zodiac. The
incarnation of Christ begins here and is completed in the
course of three years. The first year of Christ’s life on
earth goes through the signs of Aries, Taurus, Gemini,
Cancer (Leo is left out by Beckh because the whole of
this Gospel is inspired by the forces of ‘The Lion’), Virgo,
Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, and Aquarius.
Then the second ‘Christ year’ begins again in the sign of
Pisces. The feeding of the five thousand also stands in
this sign. In seeking to understand the mission of the

Bible Evening this miracle is particularly important, and
here we have reached our goal at the end of the first third
of Mark’s Gospel. This particular period of the three years
goes through far-reaching mysteries of human life and
culminates in the beheading of John the Baptist. Through
this deed the ‘five thousand’ are left without a ‘shepherd’.
Christ takes them on, preaches to them, and feeds them.
He takes the five loaves and two fishes, looks heavenwards, and gives thanks. He gives food to the disciples
who share it among the people who are sitting in small
groups. At the end of the meal the remaining fragments
fill twelve baskets.
It is important to bear in mind that each sign of the
zodiac works together with its opposite in a more or less
hidden way. Opposite Pisces is Virgo and the feeding of
the five thousand takes place in this sign. Especially in
these two miracles we can experience the working
together of the opposites: bread and fishes. We can also
find this polarity (Virgo-Pisces) in the parable of the
Sower, and in The Last Supper. The substances used in
the feeding of the five thousand indicate through numerical symbolism (5, 7, and 12) their connection with the
cosmos.
A large part of the Synod was given to conversation. A
number of older participants who had experienced many
Bible Evenings described in an impressive way how they
had often experienced the grace of spiritual nourishment
through the Bible Evening. Younger participants on the
other hand were seeking motivation to attend or hold a
Bible Evening. During the two days of the Synod the feeling of belonging together in a small community grew. At
moments we felt the inspiration of the Camphill community, for whom the Bible Evening once was the ‘dearest
child’ (according to Karl König). In our difficult and materialistic times this child is perhaps increasingly in need of
special care. Those who attended the Synod intend to
continue working together to deepen our understanding
of the mysteries of cosmic Christianity and what Rudolf
Steiner called ‘the cosmic communion’ in order to revitalize the Bible Evening.
Imanuel has been teaching for many
years in Föhrenbühl.

A half hour between times
Kate Collier, Brighton and Hove, England

A

s I sit waiting, I write the thoughts and feelings of one
half hour in the kind of life I have now, where each
week reveals a myriad of new things for me. I sense a need
to share this perception of the heart and mind, a need to
convey the joys and sadness we go through in a mere trifle of time, and the freedom accepting this brings. It is my
truth and maybe strands of it are yours too; maybe not.
I sit in a café drinking a cappuccino at 9ish in the morning on London Road, Brighton – not the most attractive
street in town. I’ve just taken the car in for a service and
am waiting for a shop to open so I’m caught between times
in a space where special things happen, if you let them. It’s
a beautiful sunny, crisp morning. I feel a sense of the beauty of life, even here, with the door open, the start of the
trade around me, and traffic noise within a stone’s throw of
the window bar. A couple sit at the only table, sharing a
coffee before they part for work.
So I pick up a newspaper and I find myself drawn to two
stories. The first, the worst, and for me the most upsetting,

was the evidence that Al-Qaeda are scouring the mental
hospitals of Baghdad putting pressure on the senior management to release mentally disabled people for suicide
bombing. When I say pressure, I mean shooting dead the
director of one hospital who didn’t comply; so another
assistant did. As most of you know two Down’s Syndrome
adults were sent in as suicide bombers to an animal market in Baghdad where 100 people were killed. ‘Depraved’
is a word used by the press and seems an accurate word
to use
The second story doesn’t seem linked. It’s a heart-stirring
one. A white stag of 5 or 6 years has been seen in the
Scottish highlands as told to us by the John Muir Trust
which manages the highlands and islands of Scotland.
John Muir, by the way, is a man unto my own heart. He
was a great naturalist in the USA who walked far in that
vast country and made Yosemite National Park his home
for a good few years. He helped save many of the wildernesses of the USA through his direct activism. If you
9
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‘Google’ him it will say that his writings and philosophy
strongly influenced the formation of modern environmentalism. He was one of those responsible for the setting up
of the American National Parks which carry some of the
world’s great natural sights. And he was originally Scottish
hence the Trust.
Back to the stag. This magnificent creature is rarely seen
in the UK. The last one was shot by a poacher (which
apparently carries a curse) on the border of Devon and
Cornwall last October. Its presence stirs the soul of those
that see it and it is considered a harbinger of good luck for
those that sight it. To see this taking up a large part of one
page gave me immense pleasure.
This stag was different from other stags because it carried
a genetic abnormality, a recessive gene. The genetic pattern is called ‘leucism’ which causes a reduction of pigment in the animal’s hair and skin. So it was this difference
that brought with it auspiciousness, to the beholder radiance and beauty. The report referred to a mystical creature
from the afterlife – then the neurons in my brain fired in
every cell in my body. So this is the level of celebration
due an animal with genetic differences. How about a
human?
I have lived with a human being for seventeen years who
has a genetic difference – ‘abnormality’ on paper; my own
son, who is developing to independence in a rich and
rewarding way. Yet when it comes to humans it seems
society in its norms and rules, and limitations, does not
extend the same sense of things. For me it is the same.
With each and every special needs person – whatever that
really means – there comes a gift to the world, yet the
world is blind to it. I’m not talking about laws to prevent
discrimination. That helps of course, but I’m talking about
a deeper blindness.
The blindness for me is one of not recognising our shared
humanity. How easily we dismiss in a surface kind of way
the life that lies deeper. The life that includes those ‘special’ people that have brought a gift to the world and those
terrorists, who were also gurgling, babbling babies once,
who use them to blow up more people equally unique. In

our response we make more distance between the one and
the other. We polarise, we condemn, we react with hate,
we make war; often little realising that with a bit more time
and compassion we may find the key that unlocks the
aggression within each and every one of us and recognise
it in an accepting way to ourselves. With that key we can
seek to love ourselves and forgive the hate we extend to
others…which is probably a lot to do with how we feel
about ourselves anyway. It’s scary to look at ourselves and
stop the habit of pointing the finger of blame at others.
(Much easier to talk of evil and think original sin.) But for
me it is the courage to look at ourselves which is the key
to stopping war and acts of hatred, and I’m hardly the first
to say it.
If we are brave enough, we can change the world, in our
different ways. Not by listening to society’s rules and cultural and religious dogma transparent in media gutresponse but by finding that key to something higher in
ourselves. As we see realistically how w e are, without
judgement, we see the world and with the patience of that
beautiful white stag grazing in a secret Scottish glen, we
see we can change, and with us the world.
I don’t accept everything Ghandi said but ‘Be the change
you wish for the world’ is clear for me.
He also said: ‘An eye for an eye makes the whole world
blind’. Be brave. Each day I find a new prejudice and as I
look inside, gently, it leaves as another one comes.
I dedicate these thoughts to the parents of special needs
children I have met on both sides of the ocean, especially
to those friends at Camphill, Pennsylvania. They meet
social blindness though the eyes of their children, know it
and breathe it. The world could learn from their love for
their children and the way they work ceaselessly to honour
them. May it be for all beings.
Kate took her son, Chris Heaphy, to the USA to get
help with his learning difficulties. He attended high
school at Beaver Run for three years and she became a
teacher and co-worker there. Chris is now at Ruskin Mill
in the UK.

Obituaries
Twenty one years with Rosie
September 8, 1986 – August 6, 2007

W

e feel it’s time to share this with you all, readers of
this great journal, all linked to Camphill impulses,
from near and far. One year ago on August 6th 2007
(Transfiguration Day) our daughter Rosemarie Soleira,
called Rosie, left us for other spheres. She was born on
September 8th 1986 in the brand new renovated building of Le Béal. Eight community children – all near to her
heart – and 23 companions as well were all expecting
her.
Some of you will have known her, full of pep, quite a
rebel, loving to walk in fancy shoes but actually mostly
in bare feet. She loved fashion, roses and orchids. Pink
and blue were her favourite colours. She appreciated
many styles of music from hip-hop, rap, Brazilian to
opera and she specially admired her daddy playing.
Overall she pushed to be independent, wanting to travel,
to study curative education and other subjects to prepare
herself to be fully part of the world. She wanted children.
Six months before her death she came back from New

10

York which she had
fallen in love with.
There she had looked
after three small children in Manhattan for
twelve months, giving
all that she could. For
the following three
months Rosie suffered,
not knowing what was
happening with her
deteriorating body, an
enigma to doctors as
well to her social environment. On Marc h
3rd a brain tumour was
found. In May radiotherapy started in a
Lyon hospital where

Rosie, 17 years old
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she stayed, well supported by family and friends.
Rosie built up her social life between nurses, doctors,
and stretcher bearers. They came to share baskets full of
cherries, chocolate, or nougats; and sometimes they
came to be comforted or just to have a rest. Full of determination she kept going day after day, not losing sight of
all her dreams. It was astonishing to witness that while
her physical force diminished, her projects appeared all
the more clearly. When she lost the strength to speak, she
kept the connection through texting with her mobile
phone to friends and family. Rosie consciously saw herself becoming more and more physically dependant, not
being able to walk or to eat by herself. She grew to
accept help with dignity, thankfulness and gracefulness.
Her own words ‘My body is ill, but not I’ shone all
through her illness.
For years Rosie had great expectations for her 21st
birthday but she was called back to travel to her starry
journey 33 days before then. She died peacefully in Crest
(the fourth hospital since her illness started) at 5pm on
Monday August 6. She chose a quiet moment when her
sister Sara was resting by her side, and when we parents
were peacefully writing Rosie’s newsletter and talking
with her wonderful doctor.
For three days Rosie laid in Camphill Le Béal ‘Grand
Atelier’. It was filled with a spirit of youth and a light spiritual joy. She welcomed us all as a princess asleep, radiant.
The kernel of your being
was a radiant soul
in an inconspicuous shell. (Gerhard Reisch)
Sitting by her side, she was showing us that death is a
bridge between here and there.
In the church of the Provence local village of
Taulignan, we freely celebrated Rosie‘s departure with
the most beautiful singing, organ and violin music,
poems and contributions from very dear friends. Her
body now lies in the cemetery of Taulignan underneath a
yew tree. Here the sky is often blue, cleared by the mistral wind and facing the mountain of La Lance which
means ‘the spear’. Her tomb is a secret garden full of
planted flowers, keeping under earth many treasures and
confidences from her friends.
Nearly one year has gone by and we still receive so
much support from friends and family but also from
Rosie herself, no doubt. A world has opened to us with

manifestations of the elements of air and clouds, butterflies and birds, roses, music and poetry. They belong so
vividly to her presence.
It would be a lie not to say that our souls and eyes cry
often. We are human and still wish we could eat, walk,
laugh, argue, and love with our daughter on earth. But
our hearts know, Rosie is just on the other side, she is
near and around and wishes us to grow, to go further and
to live generously.
Which imprints has Rosie left on earth? asked a friend.
- a love for beauty
- the will to care for children
- a message to have trust in youth
- a strong thought to bring back respect; respect being
the only urgent solution to our world today
- a will to overcome fear and the courage to move on
- her gratitude, her humour, her joy.
Rosie was born a Camphill community child and was
proud of it. She loved to be with the companions and to
work with them. It’s moving to imagine the gathering in
Scotland of the first Camphill co-worker children a few
days before her death. Rosie was also fully a local village
child and the presence of so many habitants of Taulignan
at her funeral was fabulous.
Although her life was short, she was able to step over
the threshold with her arms full of determination, projects and strong will. On her hospital bed, she brought
peace to many relationships and deepened them also.
Sara, her older sister, accompanied her marvellously.
They exchanged mountains of trust and love.
All the work that has been done for so many years with
the community (our 30th birthday was in 2007), turning
our thoughts to the dead in November, the Christmas
story from K. König, the Sunday celebrations and anthroposophy have created a warm and helpful mood of
acceptance towards the death of our daughter. The circle
of friends through their warm thoughts, prayers or meditations was so powerful that we are sure Rosie was
strongly carried to develop herself without bitterness or
suffering to leave the earth.
We send many warm and thankful thoughts towards
Camphill friends throughout the world and also towards
those who have passed the threshold.
Jacqueline and Andreas Tirler, Le Béal, France

Morrison Coates Huston 1919 – 2008

A

t first reading the facts seem rather straightforward:
he was born and raised in the Philadelphia area, educated at Episcopal Academy and St. George’s (boarding)
School in Rhode Island, and Princeton University. From
there he joined the duPont deNemours Company, heading their textile department until retirement, except for
three years navy service in World War II, commanding a
small ship. His first marriage did not survive the stress of
war, leaving two children.
His second marriage added three stepchildren and
brought Priscilla, known as ‘Posie,’ and to her father simply ‘Po.’ This powerful mover of destinies opened to her
family the world of Down’s Syndrome. Known to his
children as a somewhat demanding autocrat, Morrie met
in Posie a match for ‘unreasonable persistence’ and stubborn determination, and a deep and loving father-daughter connection ensued. Energetic and financially secure,
Morrie used his organizational skills to foster education
and a good life for Posie, always with deep concern for

Morrie, approx. 1995
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those with fewer resources and similar needs.
Another young lady with Down’s Syndrome had
inspired her family to found a local school, Melmark,
which Posie Huston attended and where she could have
remained into adulthood. But Morrie saw Kimberton
Hills as the right lifestyle for his daughter. Her mother
was doubtful about the ‘rough and tumble’ farm life for
Posie, well brought up in the refinement of Philadelphia’s
Main Line. We are grateful that despite all difficulties,
Posie’s mother, also named Priscilla, remains a good
friend of Kimberton Hills and a loving support for Posie.
Retiring from du Pont, Morrie bought an old house ten
minutes from Kimberton Hills, remodeling the six acres
into a jewel of a home. Here I must leave the dry scaffold
of facts to organize a few of the memories of twenty years.
Invited to lead our Board of Directors, Morrie asked
‘Do you want a figurehead, or an involved President?’
Getting the obvious answer, he became (to my eyes) a
model of involvement, always available, a great mentor
of young leaders, and wise and courageous in difficult
corners. He accomplished with grace and humor that
feat which we Camphillers demand of Board members:
to take responsibility for a self-managing community, to
share your wisdom, and to take part in community decisions without directing them! Impatient with ‘long-windedness’ and unclear thinking, the habit of command was
natural to him, yet he listened lovingly and was a wonderful ‘sparring partner’ in argument. To be part of his
Board was adventure and education.
When Bob Margolis formed what has become the
Camphill Dialogue, Morrie soon assumed his place in
that international event. A superb host, well informed and
at ease in Europe, his energy and glorious gift of laughter
contributed much.

A great sorrow in Morrie’s life was to watch the lovely
Pennsylvania farmland disappear under suburbs. We
shared the efforts of local conservation groups to stem this
tide, or guide it in more sustainable directions. In deep
frustration, he saw more and more aging neighbors sell
out – even surrounding his home with a huge, planned
subdivision.
Also great joys! It was in Kimberton Hills that Morrie
met Christine Tessier from Massachusetts, who had just
been recruited by Clemens and Cornelius Pietzner to
work with the Camphill Foundation and Beaver Run. We
were privileged to watch this truly ‘karmic’ encounter
unfold over the next years. These two dear people shared
the joys and the difficulties, enriching us all in so many
ways. Generously they shared their wonderful marriage,
whether at their little house or on vacation at a French
chateau. The reality of their love was tested deeply when
suddenly energetic, ever-active Morrie was immobilized
by stroke. Christine, young and exuberant, had to become
constant caregiver. This test lasted seven years – which
could be a story-in-a-story. Posie visited regularly, sustained as we all were by the love which filled the house.
On Valentine’s Day, Morrie and Christine exchanged
valentines, and embarked on a new dimension of their
relationship as Morrie crossed the threshold.
A circle gathered in Rose Hall. Posie spoke of her journeys to France with her Dad. Then she put out the candle, saying clearly and calmly, ‘I shall not see my Dad
again.’
Since then, when I ask her ‘Posie, how are you?’, she
looks at me with Morrie’s eyes and says ‘I’m all right.’
With thanks and joyful memory – we move on.
Helen Zipperlen, Kimberton Hills, United States

A tribute to Morrie

M

orrie Huston was, at heart, a gardener. This might
sound odd to those who knew him during his youth
or in his 42 years traveling internationally as a DuPont
deNemours executive, but in his soul he was, most of all,
a gardener – a nurturer of growing things.
After retirement in 1982, when his third child Posie (then
21) came to live at Camphill Village Kimberton Hills
(CVKH), Morrie bought a small farm nearby and began his
metamorphosis through cultivating:
friendships – he made friends easily, enjoying everyone
from the postman to the local innkeeper, his neighbors
(from dairymen to attorneys-at-law), plus the assortment of
interesting characters in and around CVKH, whom he
cherished with warm affection;
organizations – seasoned with executive abilities and the
experience of founding and growing Camp Beehive (a
summer camp for children with special needs) in the
1960s, Morrie took notebook in hand and plunged into
charity board work for CVKH; for conservation groups
Green Valleys Association, French & Pickering Creeks
Conservation Trust, and his own Community Land
Stewards; as well as for the wider-mission charity, United
Way – seeding all with new ideas, weeding HR crises and
near-disasters, cultivating new sources of support;
resources – quietly tending the financial and support
needs for a variety of relatives, neighbors and friends; consulting, arranging, organizing services; serving as trustee,
executor, and advisor, especially for the elderly and infirm;
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gardens – he was never so happy as when he was on his
knees, in his old jeans (and some say wearing his trademark jacket and tie, but it isn’t so!), planting peas, beets,
tomatoes, herbs and his favorite Dr. Martin lima beans or
carefully tending his several flower beds;
bees – devoted to his hives, having learned beekeeping
from his trained horticulturalist older cousin when he was
nine years old, he ate honey daily, and delighted in decanting it into jars and offering it to church fairs and for
Christmas gifts;
himself – although he determinedly eschewed anthroposophy and claimed to never understand it, how else can
one explain his devotion to the many anthroposophists in
his life, including his third wife, a ‘60s flower
child/Waldorf and organic foods devotee, (a Democrat no
less!) who challenged his every bred-in-the-bone belief? A
gardener at heart, the fertile soil of his soul sprouted new
capacities, some necessitated by his almost seven year
paralysis from a devastating stroke.
Morrie Huston: exacting but caring father, accomplished
businessman, extraordinary cook, generous friend, lover of
life, servant of the clock, devoted Episcopalian, loving husband, and gardener – of all good growing things.
Christine Huston, Pennysalvania, USA
Christine, a ‘non-resident Camphiller’, lives just a few
miles from all three Camphill places in Pennyslavania
and is delighted to be active in all.
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Rosmarie Herberg
January 8, 1923 – February 6, 2008
To serve and not to rule,
to help and not to force,
to love and not to hurt...
From The task of the doctor
in the present time of need, K. König

T

hese words seem to stand as a motto over the life of
Rosmarie Herberg. She was the first child in the family of Max and Rosel Herberg in a district of the city of
Nuremberg. Her father ran a factory making ball bearings, which had been founded by her grandfather. In
1925 her sister Ursula was born. The girls were brought
up with strict discipline and love. Their mother was very
conscious of their position as a leading manufacturing
family, and their father was much loved and respected by
both girls as head of the family. Early on they became
aware of anthroposophy which lived in their parents’
house and in the family of the father’s sister.
There was a close connection between these two families and they spent much time together; Rosmarie’s aunt
was her godmother. Rosmarie was a very good pupil in
the Zeltner school. She was confirmed in the Christian
Community on Easter Monday in 1937 and had close
connections with a youth group.
After the sixth class, her school was closed down by
the Nazis. Rosmarie, at the age of 15, began a two year
training as a saleswoman in the family business. At the
end of her training she served the needs of the family and
from 1940 took over the bookkeeping. Here we see
already the motif of serving because her father was called
up to military service, her mother often went to him, and
her sister was in Regensburg. So Rosmarie took charge of
the business of her father and that of her uncle who had
to flee to Holland because of his Jewish origins. Rosmarie
remained alone and experienced a bombing raid in
which her parents’ house was damaged and burnt, and
during the bombing at night she went alone into the middle of the town to seek friends and relatives.
At the end of the 1940’s she met a young man and they
became friends. It looked as if they might become partners in life, but the man found a different woman.
Rosmarie was deeply wounded and the family decided
to send her away from Nuremberg. So in 1950 she went
to Karl König in Scotland, whom the family had known
for a long time.
Here she met her destiny! From now on the children
with special needs and especially the more handicapped
children received her love and affection. After the twoyear curative education training she went to the children
in Thornbury, England. Karl König valued her very highly as a co-worker. She cared for groups of children, took
responsibility in a house and did the bookkeeping.
According to one co-worker, ‘Wherever Rosmarie went
the books and finances were soon in good condition!’ In
1958 she returned to Scotland and remained there for
three years.
Then Karl König asked her in 1961 to return to
Germany to help build up Brachenreute and in 1966 she
went to help in Föhrenbühl: here she worked closely
with Georg and Erika von Arnim. The friendship between
Erika and Rosmarie was severely tested: the former stood
always in the foreground to plan and build up and represent Föhrenbühl while Rosmarie was always in the back-

Rosmarie, October 2007

ground supporting her and doing whatever work was
needed. When Georg von Arnim became ill with
Parkinson’s disease she helped to care for and look after
him selflessly until his death. For many years she was a
housemother, seminar teacher, religion lesson teacher,
Service Holder, and friend and helper of young and old.
As well as all this she worked on administration or
finances till late in the night, stopping only for a cup of
coffee or an ice cream brought back by one of the seminarists! So she lived in Föhrenbühl until 2004 and continued to work at an age when many are pensioned.
In 1977 she took an important step. Her sister Ursula
who had studied Curative Education, Eurythmy and
Speech Formation, was asked by parents of special needs
children to start a day school in Nuremberg. So after the
death of their parents, both sisters decided to give the
house and land to this new initiative. Without any doubts
or worries Rosmarie was prepared to serve the Camphill
impulse in this way.
Rosmarie’s life was spent in service of special education, the community impulse of Karl König and anthroposophy. She was a member of the Anthroposophical
Society and of the School of Spiritual Science.
She spent many holidays together with her cousin
Annelies Brüll, looking at works of art or walking in the
mountains. Often she set off early in the morning on a
walking tour. She loved nature and flowers. Withered
flowers were tidied away and devotion to the small
things was practised.
In February 2004 her beloved and admired sister
Ursula died. Together with parents and other co-workers
Ursula had built up a school and continued her work in
spite of several heart attacks. Rosmarie always felt herself
to be the ‘smaller’ sister, even though she was older, and
13
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always considered the achievements of her sister greater
than her own. After her sister’s death she felt alone and
lonely. After several months of illness she began, on the
advice of several doctors, to look for a different place to
live.
So she went first to a neighbouring Camphill village,
Hermannsberg. After a few months it became clear that
she needed a greater distance from Föhrenbühl. The
once close friendship with Erika v. Arnim became problematic with increasing age and they were unable to
allow each other enough freedom to live in a way that
was appropriate for their age. So it was possible to help
her come to the decision to return to Nuremberg. In taking such decisions she needed help. She was used to
serving others and it was difficult for her to make major
decisions about her own life.
At Easter 2005 she returned to Nuremberg. She lived in
her flat in the house which had belonged to her parents
and was connected with the life of the Karl König School.
But the school, being a day-school, was not a life community which she had been used to and the flat was too
big for her alone.
So in November 2005 she moved into the Michael
Bauer Home, an anthroposophical old people’s home in
Nuremberg. She had some anxieties before moving,
about how it would be to meet old friends from her youth
in Nuremberg. In fact it was enriching to be with old
friends who met her very openly. Quickly she arranged
her room in a harmonious and beautiful way; when

prospective residents came to look round, it was
Rosmarie’s room that was shown as a good example. As
much as she expressed her thanks and contentment with
everything which surrounded her in the Michael Bauer
Home, one could sense how much she missed her old
home and community at the Bodensee. The connection
was maintained through visitors coming and through regular telephone calls.
During all the years she bothered about others but
never seriously considered her own state of health. She
neglected her body but it came about that she had to go
into hospital for an examination in January 2008. Here
she celebrated her 85th birthday quite happily, but a few
days later her condition became critical. She was put into
an artificial coma and for the next three weeks didn’t
regain consciousness. The doctors and nurses also experienced that she was unable to decide in which direction
to go. In the early hours of the 6th of February, quite near
to the death day of her sister, she crossed the threshold.
Many people, whether near or far, had accompanied
Rosmarie in an intensive way during these three weeks
and wove a sheath of love and thankfulness around her.
We remain inwardly connected with her and hope for
her help in the tasks of the community, the ‘devotion to
the small things’ and in love for all the children.
Cornelia Ravanelli, Karl König School,
Nuremberg, Germany
(translated by Guy and Ulrike Cornish, Föhrenbühl)

Other friends who have died
Mary Canning of Grange Village passed away very
peacefully in hospital on Monday 9th June with members
of her close family beside her. She had a stroke on
Wednesday of the week before and did not recover consciousness.
Ian Bailey,
Grange Village

Thomas Cahill of Camphill Kyle, died at 11pm Thursday
29th May aged 64. Thomas lived and worked on his parents’ farm until he was 55 years old. When he came to
Kyle he was still a strong and active man, with a twinkle
in his eye, and some extremely colourful language! In
2002 he was diagnosed with a brain tumour. He had
been slowly becoming weaker, but in the last weeks he
became extremely ill. An emergency operation was not
successful, and he died in hospital accompanied by Inga
from Kyle and all his brothers and sisters.
Jenny Frister, Camphill Callan, formerly in Kyle

Camphill Movement News
A Conference with Dr Peter Selg at Rudolf Steiner House in London
5th - 6th September 2008
Lectures on Karl König’s Biography and Task and Rudolf Steiner’s Founding of the Medical Section

T

he Study and Research Branch of the Karl König
Archive has recently been established in Haus
Maryon in Dornach, under the guidance of Dr Peter Selg
(Ita Wegman Institute). This step can perhaps be seen as
an appropriate acknowledgement of König’s unfailing
loyalty to the spiritual impulse of the Goetheanum,
despite the many challenges, trials and outer obstacles
he faced with respect to this during the course of his life.
Dr. Peter Selg, Director of the Ita Wegman Institute for
Anthroposophic Research in Arlesheim, has published an
extensive treatise on Rudolf Steiner’s scientific work,
including numerous biographical studies on the lives of
Rudolf Steiner and his close colleagues and co-workers
(for example, Marie Steiner, Ita Wegman, and Edith
14

Maryon). In the 21st century these studies can still inspire
us with enthusiasm and courage to deepen our connection to sources of spiritual and social renewal, for:
The world is threatening to stun
The inborn power of the soul.
Now, Memory, stand forth
Out of the depths of spirit radiantly,
And strengthen my Beholding,
Which through the power of Will alone
Can keep itself in being.
(Rudolf Steiner, Calendar of the Soul, 46th week)
The anthroposophical medical and social care movement is, in many ways, facing a critical turning point. The
current legislative climate is challenging us as never
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before. Our resolve is being tested to renew the spiritual
impulse inaugurated through the Christmas Foundation
Meeting (1923/24) including the developments of the
Medical Section of the School of Spiritual Science that
took place in the following nine months.
Since Karl König’s death in 1966, some of his seminal
research has been published, in addition to a substantial
biography by Hans Müller-Wiedemann. However, the
archives still contain much as yet un-resourced material.
In his talks at Rudolf Steiner House, Dr Peter Selg intends
to present the substance of two of his recent books on
Karl König’s life, very shortly to appear in English translation. They are based on access to his correspondence
and personal diaries. In these books, Selg revisits the
nature of König’s personal struggles, dilemmas and inner
striving, highlighting the depth of König’s capacity for
self-reflection and the vitality of his spiritual life.
In conjunction with the Medical Section and the Karl
König Archive, this conference is being supported by the
committee of PAFAM (Patients Association for the

Furtherance of Anthroposophical Medicine) who recognise that healing in the wider social field can ultimately
be the responsibility of all active members of humanity.
We therefore warmly invite all supportive and interested friends and members to join this conference, which
begins on Friday 5th September at 7.30pm, continues at
10.00am on Saturday and concludes with an evening
lecture at 7.30pm. We are very grateful to Dr Peter Selg
for agreeing to share the fruits of his work with us in this
country.
For all enquiries, a brochure and to book a place on
this conference please contact Ashley Spreadborough on
Tel: (44) 01179 022880.
Email: flashspread@blueyonder.co.uk .
Prof. Peter Selg is a consultant in child and adolescent
psychiatry and psychotherapy. He is Director of the Ita
Wegman Institute for Anthroposophic Research in
Arlesheim (Switzerland), and Professor for Medical
Anthropology at the Alanus Hochschule for Arts and
Society (Germany).

Firewood production in Camphill Rozkalni
Verena Aalders, Vidaråsen, Norway

A

group from Vidaråsen travelled to the Camphill community Rozkalni in Latvia (ca 1,172 km from Riga in
Estonia), for the ninth time! This time it was Trine, Stig, Tor
Arne, Tor Haakon, Jørgen and Verena who went, but many
different people have been there over the years. The reason for the trip was to work in the forest and to produce
enough wood for the community for the year, and of
course also to meet the people who live in Rozkalni.
Every day after breakfast we packed tools, the chainsaw
and everything we needed for working in the forest. We
put on our working clothes and drove by bus to the forest
that lay several kilometres away. In the forest we divided
into two groups. In each group there was one person
assigned to cut down trees and saw off big branches.
Another person held a measuring stick when the trunk
was sawn into logs that the rest of us collected and
stacked. When these logs were very big and heavy it was
a challenge for some of us (at least me) but we managed!
At lunch time we had a short break when we ate our
sandwiches and had a cup of tea or coffee. Then we
worked until about 14:30 and drove home to eat dinner,
which was made by those who had stayed at home. The
food was very good at Rozkalni.
Afterwards it was time for social activities. We had nice
times together in the living room, times for conversation
and also a cultural program with songs, films or dancing.
Saturday evening we celebrated Bible Evening, which
was a special experience. On Sunday we made an excursion to Riga where we saw a fantastic performance of Les
Miserables, a musical based on the book by Victor Hugo.
Since this was the first time I had been in Rozkalni and
the place is absolutely worth telling about, I would like
to introduce it and its residents to you. Fourteen people
live here. Nine of them are young people who have
moved here to get a protected place to live and work,
and who contribute a lot of themselves to the community: Sintija, Ilse, Dzintars, Martin, Boris, Alxander, Rota,
Armans and Lena. In addition Inga, Vilnis, Dins, Aude
and Maija with her son Martin, live and work here. There
are two houses: the old Rozkalni house and the new
house that is named after Zenta Maurina, a Latvian
author who was an inspiring personality. This house is
built of straw and other organic building materials with

help from a group of craftsmen and young people from
Norway.
The work on the farm, the house and dairy is done with
a lot of effort and good will. It is a pleasure to see these
young people working and to see how seriously they take
their tasks – one can trust that the meals are made, the
table is set, and the cows are milked. The daily rhythm
gives a form that holds everything together. Most of these
young people no longer have parents and have partially
grown up in institutions. There are some who move out
after a while, preferring to live in the city. But it is clear
that such a way of living, the form of the daily life and holidays are of great value to many young people; they learn
a lot in the community but they also find themselves.
There is seldom good verbal communication for there
is not only the Latvian language, but also Norwegian,
Russian, English and German. It is especially the young
residents who are good at communicating without language. One of them is deaf and everybody can use sign
language with him. It was obvious to see in the communication between our group that words did not need to
be a barrier and that we could understand each other.
In Rozkalni there is a celebration of festivals and holidays with a daily, weekly and yearly rhythm, which has
a healing effect. The Bible Evening which we experienced had a joyful and inner mood – a good stillness and
a good conversation.
It is worth visiting this place that is so young and needs
help. Despite assistance from Norway there is a need for
people with Camphill experience or similar who could
contribute to life here, especially over a longer period.
But also people who can help with their support for a
shorter time or with a cultural contribution are certainly
welcome to make contact!
I would like to thank Rozkalni for the wonderful time
we had together during the ten days and hope there will
be another trip. I am looking forward to it already,
because it will most certainly happen!
Verena has been a co-worker in Vidaråsen for almost
four years. She has recently been living mostly in Oslo,
where a group of teachers and parents from the curative
Steiner school are starting a project for the children and
young people from this school.
15
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More news from Vidaråsen Landsby
Claire Gilham, Vidaråsen, Norway

I

arrived in Vidaråsen Landsby in September 2007. Like
many co-workers before me I arrived without any
Norwegian, having never cooked a meal for 12 in my life
and without the slightest idea of all the exciting opportunities and experiences which were going to be coming
my way.
It was evident from the very beginning that this is a village in the throes of change and development. There are
of course set rhythms to the days, weeks and seasons but
the new ideas around the organisation of the village,
from its leadership to each individual’s role in each
house and workshop, are radical (for Camphill at least!)
and exciting for those working here.
My understanding of the change and development was
strengthened and clarified when I came across an article
about Vidaråsen (in English, what a relief!) in the
September/October issue of Camphill Correspondence
written by Judith Ingram.
Using Judith’s article as a ‘measure’ of sorts for where
Vidaråsen was when I arrived and where it hoped to be,
I intend to report from my own perspective about where
Vidaråsen is, in its development process described by
Judith, some eight months and many conversations later.
The help and input from outside that the village is
experiencing has proved to be a success. As a direct
result of ‘opening up’, with the active encouragement of
Julia Wolfson, we now have a project coordinator called
Torge Øverli. He has facilitated a number of meetings
and workshops in which each and every co-worker in
the village has been encouraged to be open about their
hopes, fears and wishes for the future of the running of
the village. It is because of this level of involvement,
where I am required to really take responsibility for the
way of life I have chosen for this period of my life, that I
find myself engaged at a deeper level in the challenges
and rewards of living in Vidaråsen. I have also noticed a
correlation between the opening up of the village to
guidance from professionals and links with the local
community, and the openness within the village to coworkers, or co-creators as we might more accurately be
called at this time, taking their own initiative.

In my role as house leader I am receiving coaching and
support in how to access the wishes of those I live with
as well as how to support them in living in their home.
We have done this through choosing pictures (mostly
from magazines) which illustrate how we like our living
situations to be. We focused specially on mealtimes as
we experience them to be a central point for the life of
the house and how we relate to each other. We now have
an illustrated poster with wishes for how our mealtimes
could be. We all agreed that there should be no rules
limiting our topics of conversation because we all want
to live in a house where we can talk about anything
which is important to us.
Another change we have experienced in our house,
following discussions with each other about our living
situations, was that we found that almost every single
one of us fancied a change. Our house is now set up so
that two of the co-workers live next door, I and my partner live in an apartment inside the house, the villagers all
have bigger rooms (or two rooms) where possible and we
are all more cheerful people as a result! The initiatives I
have taken and the tasks I have been given or found for
myself have always been carried out within a framework
of support in which I know who I can go to for advice,
both formal and informal.The group of co-workers here
is diverse and welcoming, almost every single person has
a different living and work situation than anyone else and
it is this flexibility and understanding of the individual
that makes Vidaråsen such a rewarding place to work
and to live. Reading through this I realize I am perhaps
not the best person to give an overall report of Vidaråsen
but what I hope I have given is a taste of some of the
opportunities which are opening up here through the
process of change and development. I for one enjoy the
fluidity of this period of change, it has made me rise to
more challenges and commit to staying for a longer period here in the village.
Claire Gilham moved from York, UK to Vidaråsen in
September 2007. She is working in the role of house
leader with support from three co-workers. Vidaråsen is
her first experience of living in Camphill.

The Elder Care Project, New York
Gregor Simon-MacDonald, Pennsylvania, United States

O

n a sunny April afternoon, over twenty people were
sitting on the spacious deck of a renovated farmhouse near the small town of Chatham, surveying the
landscape of the ‘Hundred Acre Farm’. The track by the
house ran next to the fine barn nearby, then gently rose
towards two willow-shaded ponds, then wandered up a
little more around small copses of trees out of sight
towards higher ground. The whole place looked spacious and unspoilt, but hospitable and beautiful. This is
the site that has just been acquired by the Camphill
Village Copake Foundation for the Elder Care Project,
about fifteen miles north-east of Copake. The gathering
of people was a weekend retreat for potential pioneers
for the Project. As well as the current planning group, ten
people from elsewhere in the U.S. or from Europe with
significant leadership experience in Camphill or related
16

communities came together, several with nursing qualifications. This retreat was a turning point. As people come
forward ready to commit to the Project, we are now
pressing ahead with the multitude of tasks required to
allow the vision to come to life:
To create a community out of the Camphill impulse,
which is inspired by anthroposophy, to care for, to celebrate, to embrace and to honor the special strengths and
needs of those in their elder years.
The project grew out of the urgent need within the
Camphill movement for special care for both villagers
and co-workers in their elder years. But it is also inspired
by the wish to create a new form of community. Our
intention is to create integrated elder care houses in
which both those with special needs and those without
can live and grow together, and such distinctions can
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shift. In addition, this community would combine the
more traditional model of co-workers living in the community with newer patterns of non-residential co-workers. Integrated with all this, there might be other semiindependent initiatives like a medical-therapeutic practice or Waldorf-inspired kindergarten. This is largely
uncharted territory, and we are now exploring all the
challenges involved – like state licensing, finances and
creating a healthy model for the staffing and human/spiritual interactions in a care house.
Here’s an overview of the Elder Care Community as we
envisage it at present. At the heart of the community
would be the care houses – perhaps two initially, and
four eventually – each with 6-8 residents who can
receive nursing care, possibly through to the ends of their
lives. A network of assisted living houses and related
activities would ‘breathe’ around this core. The aim in
this would be to offer appropriate support while fostering
independence, meaningful relationships and activity. A
third tier of buildings would provide independent living,
possibly in cottages or duplexes, or individually designed
homes. This would be for elders who want to be associated with the community and contribute some of their
talents to it, but who do not yet need support, and may
have significant continuing responsibilities outside the
community. Interspersed with these three types of housing would be gardens and land-related activity – a commitment to the care of the land and the environment

would run through the whole of the community. We
expect that we’ll need another 2 - 3 years before the
Project will be ready, although we will begin to ‘ensoul’
the property and have people living there immediately.
Two of our guiding thoughts are:
- To create an intergenerational community with
strong contacts and ties to others so that circles of
activity arise giving a sense of vitality and relevance
to our surrounding.
- To explore the meaning of the elder years of life and
create a culture of celebrating and honoring life –
coming to a new appreciation of the meaning of
biography.
This short article can only give a bare outline of our
intentions, the hurdles and the opportunities! We imagine the Project will be of strong interest to our local
anthroposophical/Christian Community/Waldorf networks as well as people in the general community, and
we look forward to the survey responses to hear questions and insights from a wide a range of people. Kari
Amstutz (329-1630) is our ‘convener’; Penny Roberts
Baring (329-7215) is the link for our Co-Worker Group.
Gregor Simon-MacDonald has a background in
curative education and social therapy. He is now a
hospice social worker and a therapist, with close
connections to Copake.

Book Reviews
Karl König’s Path to Anthroposophy
Edited by Peter Selg
Floris Books, paperback, £7.99, 112 pages, June 2008
ISBN 9780863156298
Review by Crispian Villeneuve, Glencraig, Northern
Ireland

A

t the time of writing, this
book has not yet appeared
in English but its publication
has been announced for June.
Since the present author has
found the German original
quite absorbing he is taking
the unusual liberty of so-tospeak reviewing the English
translation even prior to its
appearance! The book is a little gem, of potential interest to
anyone with an anthroposophical background but
especially to those working within a Camphill setting.
Among his other occupations Karl König was also a
fairly continuous writer. The existing bibliography of his
published works and transcripts of his lecture-courses is
already very substantial, and this latest addition put
together by Peter Selg gives a fascinating insight into his
still unpublished diaries. König kept a diary throughout
the forty-five or so years of his adult life. Although in
1987, a couple of decades after his death, Anke Weihs
finally decided – for better or for worse – to consign them
to the flames, four of them managed to escape the con-

flagration, and Margit Engel had already made typed
copies of substantial extracts from eight others. The present book consists of a commented selection from the
diary entries of the twelve recorded years.
Here for instance is one of these entries, from 1954:
In the afternoon there are once more parents and children, strange and remarkable ones, and it’s often as
though one were going step by step through trials by having to meet these children’s destinies, but also the fates of
the parents. It takes strength, but also gives strength, and
when there’s enough wakefulness, something occurs in
these talks and meetings which I can only describe by the
word catharsis. All this only becomes clear to me in writing it down, previously I didn’t know it.
This entry formulates an experience which many
Camphill co-workers will have had when interfacing
with the families of persons in their care. The last sentence also reveals the fruitfulness of König’s connection
to the written word. In conducting his ‘Rückschau’
(review) at the end of each day he took up his pen and
tried to objectify the day’s experiences by committing
them to paper in his diary, often gaining insight precisely through that process.
Selg arranges his selection under five different headings: “Struggling Existence” focuses on key factors in
König’s own biography, “The Inner Path” records spiritual experiences arising from his meditative life, “Spiritual
Work” examines the preparation he undertook before his
lectures as well as his engagement in the writing of articles or plays, “The Spirituality of Camphill” assembles
material concerning karmic and social factors in
Camphill life and relates especially to the Bible Evening,
and “Knowledge and Furtherance of Children” considers
17
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therapeutic and other more general aspects of work with
children in a Camphill context.
In each one of these sections there are so many
quotable entries that it is hard to decide which to bring
forward for illustration. Here is another from 1954:
There are over 30 friends at the Bible Evening and I
experience how many of them have changed and
become much more themselves. I gain the direct impression that this has happened simply through the Bible
Evening’s transformative power, and that is a joyful experience. People become clearer, better and stronger in
themselves. And that is ‘the good’.
This little volume is rich in substance and will give
readers lasting nourishment. It will also leave them
eagerly looking forward to the further publications from
König’s diaries and papers which are currently being prepared.
Crispian is the author of the work Rudolf Steiner
in Britain. In the current newsletter of the
Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain he has also
drawn attention to another book by Peter Selg about Ita
Wegman and Karl König.

Paul’s letter to the Philippians Ch. 2, vs 1-4
Translation, Jon Madsen

I

f the power of the spirit-word is in the Being of
Christ; if there is encouragement of the heart
through the divine love; if we experience how the
Spirit makes us into a community; if there is tenderness and warm-heartedness – then you can make my
joy complete by directing your thinking and your
whole minds towards the same aims:
● cultivate the same loving will;
● feel your souls to be intimately united;
● strive for harmony of thought between you!
Do not allow your community to be spoiled by strife
and ambition. With simple modesty let each one
regard the other more highly than himself.
Overcome that in you which makes each one see
only himself. Let each one strive to be open to other
human beings.
Contributed by Peter Howe, Stourbridge.

Mipam: The First Tibetan Novel
By Lama Yongden,
Snow Lion Graphics/SLG Books, 1999.
First published in 1938.
ISBN 094338933X, paperback, 340pp
Reviewed by Sibylle Alexander, Galashiels, Scotland

T

his is the first Tibetan
novel and it demands
attention at a time when
Tibet is at the forefront of
international debate. The
charming pictures show
different Buddhas; one is
called Dolma. Mipam is
the story of a farmer’s son,
whose birth promises a
sacred life as the reincarnation of a Lama. The conviction of his mother about his
destiny is never shaken,
though Mipam becomes a
trader and moves to China.
The book gives a detailed
account of life and customs in Tibet, of monasteries and
trading posts, of contact with Chinese merchants and
even of the work done by Christian missionaries.
The leitmotif is that of love and compassion for every
living creature and the unfolding of karma. Even as a
young child Mipam dreams of the ‘land where all are
friends’. His single-minded love for the daughter of a rich
merchant, Dolma, dictates Mipam’s every action. Finally
he realises that Dolma has been deeply connected with
him through many lives, and with her death she liberates
Mipam to become the Lama of a famous monastery.
Tibet will play an important role in the future. The call
for the restoration of human rights in this small country
can no longer be ignored by China. In the west we see a
resolve to stop buying goods made in China, unless
human rights are given to Tibet and to the thousands of
its refugees abroad.
This is a brilliant story – every community will love it.
Sibylle is related to the brothers Grimm. She writes
books and is a storyteller.

Letters
Dear Editor:
t is a delight to receive Camphill Correspondence. The
articles by Gerald Dillon and Peter Hensmann connecting Camphill’s early history and their destiny right up to
the present were most special.
It was a relief to read Ursel Pietzner’s letter – I was also
shocked by Richard Phethean’s article. I am sure Richard
is right in many of the facts, and some of the conclusions
are interesting. But there is something with the article
which disturbed and disturbs me greatly. I have little
ground to question the results quoted. At the same time,
it is probably possible to find results from equally accredited scientists supporting the global warming crisis. What
is disturbing is perhaps the strong bias towards climate
scepticism.
The best response I have seen to climate sceptics is by
Arne Johan Vetlesen (professor in Philosophy, University

I
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of Oslo) and Dag O. Hessen (professor of Biology,
University of Oslo). Writing in Aftenposten (April 18,
2008) they argue that much of the climate debate is
based on the assumption that there are two ways to be
mistaken, and that they are of equal value, and that it is
of equal importance to avoid both.
The one way to be mistaken is to take initiative only to
find out as definite knowledge that the climate crisis is
only partially man-made. The other way to be mistaken
is to not take initiative because one is sceptical, only to
be faced as definite knowledge with a partially manmade collapse of the world’s ecosystems. Vetlesen and
Hessen write that the second way to be mistaken as a
world community, is in its consequences far more serious
than the first. The dilemma is that to wait for more definite knowledge means an attitude of wait-and-see rather
than to take precautions. With the rapid changes which
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occur now, the remaining uncertainty must be handled
for the best of the environment.
Is it not better to act, with the possibility that in hindsight we find we have overreacted, than to be sceptical
and in the future perhaps realise that it is too late? The
consequence of acting and discovering that we have
overreacted will be relief. The consequence of scepticism, if it is mistaken, may be tragic.
John Baum, Bekkestua, Norway
Dear Editor:
n the March/April issue I wrote an article entitled ‘What
is the truth about global warming?’ wherein I argued
that the current frenzy about man-made carbon dioxide
being the cause of global warming is a hoax and is being
orchestrated by a global elite and for bad purposes (promoting fear and guilt, furthering global governance on
the basis of responding to a global threat, tying people
into an economic model of carbon trading, increasing
taxes etc.) I argued that the science, in particular that promoted by the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), does not add up and has been pushed in
a one-sided direction for many years, with dissenting
views being sidelined. (The longer, original article can be
found at http://www.whale.to/b/phethean.html.) I have
given several talks in the local Camphill places that
included the global warming theme. I have received
many supportive, thankful and positive comments from
long-term Camphillers and others.
A smaller number of people though have expressed
doubt about my message, and this doubt is to be expected, partly because:
a. this view flies in the face of accepted wisdom, and
b. environmental groups and apparently ‘sympathetic’
politicians are equating care of our precious planet with
the perceived need to reduce CO2 emissions.
I would like to respond to two letters in the May/June
issue. Tony Laycock echoes Ursel Pietzner’s concerns
when he says ‘I believe the climate change is a reality
and I could also produce many influential and wellresourced people to support my understanding.’ Ursel
says ‘I do hope that someone competent will respond to
him (and HIS truths).’
Yes, there are indeed ‘many influential and wellresourced people to support the opposite view’ – in fact,
we are told these are the majority. The question here is:
who is cherry-picking the data and why? Who is lying
and why? It is clear from the comments of many, I believe
sincere, climate scientists that they are under pressure,
especially within the IPCC, to promote and maintain the
CO2 theory. And it is a theory. Think about it – the earth’s
climate is so vast and complex and is affected by the
whole universe, that it is impossible to understand all the
factors or to predict future conditions with any accuracy,
although there are cycles. Many scientists working
against the grain of ‘consensus’ have studied solar cycles
and have related them to repeating patterns in the climate. These are the ones that have experienced loss of
funding, sidelining, loss of employment and ridicule.
Tony Laycock, in his letter, speaks about people ‘taking
action’ on climate change. Well, taking action is only
helpful if you know the facts of the case. Is belief without
knowledge a good enough basis for action? Is belief in
Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction a good enough reason to kill hundreds of thousands of people? Is belief in
the official line on the attacks on 11th September 2001 a

I

good enough reason to restrict the freedoms of millions
of citizens worldwide? Is belief in climate change a good
enough reason to spend vast amounts of money and
resources? I do not make these comparisons lightly. We
are being lied to all the time.
It is abundantly clear that we, as humans, need to feel
empowered to create a life that is good, sustainable and
local; a life that is not based on fear but on positive
development. We should create and foster local communities where people can work together (and talk together), and pool resources for food production. We need to
create local decentralised clean energy and raw materials, and to invest our currency more and more in our
local networks. Thus we will slowly withdraw our support from anonymous mega-corporations such as supermarkets. Whatever the challenges in the future (credit
crunch, global warming or cooling, fuel shortages etc),
such steps will carry no regrets, will be a positive
resource and help make people feel empowered and
supported.
Peter Taylor is one environmental scientist who has
impeccable credentials, having worked as a top level
advisor for the UN, the EU, Greenpeace and other organisations. I recently had the good fortune to hear him
speak in Devon and I was able to have a little chat with
him. He has just produced a 200-page scientific report
on this issue, as well as a free 30 page summary, both of
which can be downloaded from his website
http://www.ethos-uk.com. I would suggest that anyone
who wants an unbiased, scientific view could take a look
at some words of wisdom from someone who IS competent to have a view, being an impeccable scientist, experienced in environmental consultancy as well as being a
person with a spiritual outlook. He points out (as also
reported on the BBC website) that the global temperature
has remained more or less constant since 1998 – that
means: for the last ten years there has been no global
warming – and that the last twelve months has seen a
slight cooling! He is predicting global cooling into the
foreseeable future. He also points out that the recent
melting of the arctic ice sheet is a consequence of a certain cycle of warm ocean currents and that the area has
subsequently, to a large degree, refrozen. The southern
hemisphere is cooling more than the north, and most of
Antarctica is putting on ice. These are some ‘facts’ that
are not so easy to find in the mainstream media. So, yes,
let’s keep asking questions and keep the debate going.
Richard Phethean, Beannachar, Scotland
Dear Editor:
n the March/April issue of Camphill Correspondence,
Richard Phethean was given prime space for his long
and detailed discussion of ‘What is the truth about global warming?’ He was especially concerned in this global
debate that free speech should not be ‘drowned out’.
Some friends responded with concern that the Camphill
Correspondence is perhaps not the right place for such
controversial issues. Yet this point came from one of us
who felt very strongly that the official views differed from
his own perception – in tune with other scientists – of the
truth affecting all mankind and the earth.
So much is promoted by the powerful and mighty
which follows a hidden agenda. On May 7 the BBC news
presented NASA’s intention to send a manned probe, via
the moon, to an asteroid which might in future crash into
the earth. The probe should assess whether and how the
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asteroid could be persuaded to change its course. But the
cost is prohibitive. What does such an announcement
want to say?
Another conveniently forgotten fact is the recent discovery, in pursuit of ‘Make war history’ (a campaign
recently started in London) of a treaty signed in 1928 by
63 nations, outlawing aggressive and pre-emptive war. It
is the Kellog-Briand Pact, ratified and endorsed by the
then President of the USA, Herbert Hoover on July 24,
1929, and deposited with the US government. Why is
never any reference made to this treaty, although it has
never been repealed and therefore is still in force? Public
opinion is greatly manipulated by national, political and
financial interests. These often pursue false-flag policies
and veil, deny and distort the truth to half-truth, or fractions thereof. We all have to be truth-seekers in this time
of the consciousness-soul when the gates to heaven and
hell are wide open.
Johannes M Surkamp, Ochil Tower, Scotland
Dear Editor:
egarding ‘What is Camphill? Unclear in the Czech
Republic!’ May/June Camphill Correspondence
In the edition mentioned Jan Bang published some
comments on the situation of Ceské Kopisty. I am part of
the processes referred to as the Secretary of the Middle
European Regional Group.
On the one hand I want to share with the readers that
the information given by Jan is only a very limited part
of the story. On the other I want to express my concern
that Jan depicts a part of a process where already many
friends are involved and that this process is still open. As
such this process in my opinion needs shelter and not a
public discussion on the basis of 5% of the information
needed.
Therefore I do not correct his version, but I would also
kindly ask not to go into a public discussion. Personally
I am ready to answer all questions on the basis of individual conversation or letter. For the Middle European
Regional Group I would like to state that our decision
(about the status of Ceské Kopisty) has been based on
accordance with the 2003 Working Paper of the
Movement Group and that both the East Conference of
the Northern Region 2007 and the Movement Group
have confirmed this.
Greetings, Peter Beier, Hermannsberg, Germany

R

Dear Editor:
Further thoughts on ‘What is Camphill?’
he article that I wrote about the definition of Camphill
in Camphill Correspondence May/June 2008 was not
a piece of research trying to find some objective truth. It
was stimulated by hearing accounts of the feelings
expressed by the various communities which I visited
and their subjective experience of contact with the established Camphill world. I was listening to what people
were telling me, and it worried me that we as Camphill
were not taking sufficient care of our new sprouts.
Several communities that I visited expressed disappointment, frustration and pain in their relationship with
Camphill organs.
I feel it is important to realise that we are dealing with
communities as living organisms that have feelings and
emotions as well as rational thoughts and actions.
Camphill initiatives are in the creative sphere where a
great deal of freedom needs to be allowed for, while

T
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committees and management groups generally work in
the rights sphere where all should be equal; or in the
economic sphere, where experts should be allowed to
use their expertise and be given authority to exercise
their responsibility. I absolutely believe that the support
Camphill gives to a project should be open to review in
light of how the project is developing, but committees
and management groups are there to implement and nurture new growths. Of course such support must be withdrawn if a group strays too far from the fold. But who is
to decide how far this is? And if this happens it must be
communicated to the group in such a way that it does
not harm them, or cause misunderstandings or pain.
It might be useful in this respect to consider the setting
up of a new ‘Camphill Initiatives Task Force’: a group
which is familiar with threefolding, aware of the stages of
development and growth of communities, but who are
neutral as far as is possible. Such a group could offer
facilitating support in the field of communication and
negotiation between new initiatives and the established
deciding organs of Camphill. In my experience of listening to the new initiatives that we visited, I would say
there is an urgent need for such a group.
I tried to write in as non-offensive a way as I could, but
still strong enough to highlight this issue. If the article can
stimulate us to take up this subject, I feel that I am contributing to an important debate. I am sorry if I upset anybody and would ask for their forgiveness. I would hope
that the response to what I wrote will be greater contact
between Camphill communities, and not in the realm of
trying to justify past actions, whatever they are.
I would look into the future, what can we do to make
our network of communities stronger, more cohesive and
to carry on growing? I hope this debate will carry on.
With best wishes,
Jan Martin Bang, Solborg, Norway
Dear Editor:
egarding Jan Bang’s article in the last
Correspondence, Gabor is right in saying that
Camphill needs to understand central-eastern Europe if it
wants to come there. Surprisingly such discussion in the
Correspondence has not even started yet. The question
is: How must Camphill change its westernised form and
attitudes if it wants to cross the threshold of Prague
(‘praha’ means thresholds) and make its home there?
What transformation or rather alchemical transmutation
must it undergo on its way from the West to the middle?
From the salt to quicksilver?
Vladimir Havrda, Stourbridge, England

R
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Corbenic is looking for House
Co-ordinators
Corbenic Camphill Community is situated in
beautiful Strathbraan in Perthshire, Scotland,
four miles from the town of Dunkeld, and
twenty miles from the city of Perth. It is set in
50 acres of land. At present, we are comprised
of 65 people which includes adults with learning difficulties, volunteers and employees.
Those who live within the community do so
within our five households. We have a variety
of therapeutic workshops such as bakery, craft,
woodwork, biodynamic gardening, candlemaking, estate work, and a small developing
farm.
We ask for inspired and enthusiastic people
who are competent and willing to take on
responsibility for a household, but who also
have an interest in helping to develop the community as a whole. Corbenic is now in its thirtieth year, and we are actively involved in the
dynamics of a developing and changing community. We are committed to working with the
‘Ways to Quality’ approach.
These positions are open to either employed
or permanent co-worker applicants. We can
provide accommodation, or House Co-ordinators may wish to live outside the community.
For more information, please contact Betty
Stolk or Rhona Godfrey, on (0044) 01350
723206; or betty@corbeniccamphill.co.uk or
rhona@corbeniccamphill.co.uk. Our website:
www.corbeniccamphill.co.uk.

Letters written by Karl König
For the new Karl König work edition we are
planning a volume with a selection of his letters, which will give an insight into his own as
well as the Camphill movement’s development.
If you have any letters written by Karl König,
please send us copies. Naturally, we would be
very happy to receive the originals, and promise to look after them well. Please send them to
Christoph Hänni, Cairnlee House, Cairnlee
Estate, Bieldside, Aberdeen, Scotland. AB15
9BN. For the Karl König Archives: Peter Selg,
Stefan Geider, Richard Steel, David Coe.

Tobias School of Art & Therapy offers:

The Hatch Community

Transformative Arts in Therapy vocational
training, validated by the C&G at Masters level
(MCGI). Full-time and modular options. The
next full-time course starts September 2008.
The next modular option commences July
2008 and the following one begins 2011.
Arts and Well-being Course, a unique opportunity to explore the colour world through
artistic and self-development processes. Fulltime, part-time and modular options. Start of
next full-time course is September 2008.
Validated by C&G (LCGI)
Summer Courses
30th June–4th July
Art & Psychiatric
Medicine for Adults
with Dr A Rumke and A
Colijn
7th-9th July
Art & Psychiatric
Medicine for Children
with Dr A Rumke and A
Colijn
14th-18th July
Colour Dynamics with
Diane Flowers
18th-20th July
The Art of Life Drawing
with Jeremy Gale
27th July-1st August New Keys to Colour
with Clare Kunze

The Hatch Camphill Community is a community for young adults with special needs
between the ages of 19 and 30.
It is situated in the small town of Thornbury,
ten miles outside of Bristol. We are midway
between the Bristol Steiner School and
Wynstones School. We are about 50 people
living and working together, centred around
workshops, farm and gardens. We have a rich
and varied cultural life, at the centre of which
is the celebration of the festivals.
We are looking for individuals who would
like to join us and carry The Hatch into the
future. Our current needs are for people to
carry responsibility in workshops and administration. Interest in community life and openness to anthroposophy is essential.
All enquiries, please contact: The
Management Group, The Hatch Camphill
Community, Castle Street, Thornbury, BS35
1HG. Email hatchcamphill@tiscali.co.uk;
phone Daniel Newman 01454 413010.

Autumn Term Weekend Courses
each course £100
Inspiring, creative weekend workshops with
different themes and media
3-5 October
Painting Landscape in
the Light of Goethe’s
Intuitions with Clare
Kunze
17-19 October
From Nature to
Imagination with
Margaret Shillan
28-30 November
The Imaginative
Process:
New Tools to Awaken
Imagination with
Jean-Marc Peladeau
For brochures call 01342 313655
www.tobiasart.org info@tobiasart.org

Vidaråsen is Seeking Co-Workers
from Aug/Sept 2008
Do you want to come and shape the future face
of Vidaråsen Landsby? Come and join this
dynamic and varied village in which you are
actively encouraged to develop and take
responsibility for your own work and living situation.
Here, in beautiful surroundings, you can
experience life in a large bustling Camphill
village. The village is half an hour’s drive from
Norway’s’ oldest town of Tønsberg and has
excellent public transport connections to Oslo,
about an hour and a half’s drive away.
For further information please contact:
Judith Ingram; Judith@vidaraasen.no
or
Birgith; birgith.andersson@vidaraasen.no
Address: Vidarasen Landsby, N-3158
Andebu, Norway, Tel.: +47 33 44 41 00
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The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ‘Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.
.
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